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0. Do you support the proposals in general?

Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

Strongly support the scheme.

Requests for additional traffic calming measures, specially along Bellenden
Road, where the 2-way system is thought to compromise the safety of the
cyclists.

New junction tables and sinusoidal humps will be implemented as part
of the scheme as traffic calming measures.  The proposed two way
traffic will encourage reduced motor vehicle speeds in the area.

Requests to an improvement in the traffic conditions in the retail ('village')
area on Bellenden Road. The main concerns are illegal and short-stay parking
that significantly reduces the width of the carriageway creating congestion and
conflict among users.

This is outside the scope of this scheme.  However, officers are aware
of the issue and this will be reviewed in a separate study.

Requests to improve the poor condition of the surface in Lyndhurst Way and
Lyndhurst Grove, which displays several defects that hinder cycling in the
area, specially when it rains.

Resurfacing of sections of road in poor condition will be considered at
the detailed stage

Disagree with the scheme, finding it unnecessary, inconvenient or failing to
cover the needs of the residents in the area, or even worsening the conditions
for them.

The scheme overall provide walking and cycling improvements in the
area.  It also forms part of the Southwark Spine route which is an
important element of Southwark's Cycling Strategy.

Lack of provision for emergency vehicles that currently travel southbound on
the northbound section of Bellenden Road.

Emergency services will be consulted during statutory consultation,
and the proposals adjusted to accommodate emergency vehicles
where necessary.

44%

37%

19%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



1. Do you support the proposed two-way operation on
Lyndhurst Way, Holly Grove, Bellenden Road and

Chadwick Road?

Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

Support of the proposal, agreeing that the current layout encourages
aggressive behaviour and is considered to be unsafe to all road users,
particularly cyclists and pedestrians.

N/A

Overall objection to the proposal, based on the increase in the traffic (and
therefore noise, pollution, loss of the sense of community, etc) in the streets
affected.

N/A

The proposal will cause increased flows and congestion on Lyndhurst Way.
This will increase noise and air pollution.

Traffic flows on Lyndhurst Way will increase as a result of the road
closures on Bellenden Road and Holly Grove.  Existing AM and PM
peak hour flows on Lyndhurst Way (between Chadwick Rd and Holly
Grove) are 620 pcus and 390 pcus respectively.  The proposed layout
is predicted to increase the flows to approximately 850 pcus in both
peak periods.  Lyndhurst Way is considered to be the more suitable
road to carry traffic flow in the area due to the wider road width and its
alignment.

55%37%

8%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



The proposal will cause increased flows and congestion on Chadwick Road.

Traffic flows on Chadwick Road will increase as a result of the road
closures on Bellenden Road and Holly Grove. The proposed layout is
predicted to increase the flows by approximately 290 pcus and 560
pcus in the AM and PM peak periods.

The proposal will create unsafe junctions on Chadwick Road with two way
traffic and narrow road width.

The proposal will be independently safety audited as part of the formal
process.



2. Do you support the proposed 'No through' access for
motorised traffic on Bellenden Road between Highshore

Road and Blenheim Grove?

Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

More traffic is going to be funnelled to Lyndhurst Way.

In order to create a quieter route for walking and cycling, through
traffic on Bellenden Road has to be reduced.  Traffic flows on
Lyndhurst Way will increase as a result of the road closures on
Bellenden Road and Holly Grove.  Existing AM and PM peak hour
flows on Lyndhurst Way (between Chadwick Rd and Holly Grove) are
620 pcus and 390 pcus respectively.  The proposed layout is
predicted to increase the flows to approximately 850 pcus in both
peak periods.  Lyndhurst Way is considered to be the more suitable
road to carry traffic flow in the area due to the wider road width and its
alignment.

Delivery lorries need to access the businesses on this part of Bellenden Road
and may not be able to turn around to exit.

Road width on Bellenden Road is not proposed to change except in
the vicinity of junctions.  Although the road is proposed to be made
two-way, deliveries vehicles will be able to access businesses on
Bellenden Road.

The creation of potential antisocial areas on this sites due to low volume of
traffic, and the fact that road closures on other places have generated social
anger before.

Street lighting will be reviewed as part of the detailed design if the
proposed scheme is to go ahead.  This will likely improve the
perception of safety and discourage antisocial behaviour.

49%

42%

9%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



3. Do you support the proposed reconfiguration of the William Griggs
Garden to provide turnaround facility for Bellenden Road?

Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

Concerns with the turnaround facility and reconfiguration will have detrimental
effect on the urban environment.

The whole garden will be redesigned to ensure impact on the
environment is minimal. It is proposed to increase the size of the
gardens.

This proposal appear to required the removal of two mature trees and bedding
plants, reducing the green areas and therefore converting this into a less
pleasant place.

The two mature trees next to No. 71 Elm Grove will be retained.
Potentially one tree will be removed.  However, the garden will be
redesigned with minimising lost of trees in mind.  Any tree removed
will be replaced.

Blockage could occur in this place when large vehicles, or a high volume of
traffic (there is a church and a community building in the area where events
are held) using this stretch of Bellenden Road.

The existing single yellow lines will be reviewed and an assessment
will be made to consider whether double yellow lines are required for
this section of Bellenden Road.

43%

47%

10%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



4. Do you support the proposed closure of Holly Grove by Lyndhurst
Way to vehicular traffic to improve access to Warwick Gardens for

pedestrians and cyclists?

Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

Objections to this proposal are supported by the belief that a large amount of
the traffic will be diverted into Lyndhurst Way, creating congestion along this
street.

In order to create a quieter route for walking and cycling, through
traffic on Bellenden Road has to be reduced.  Traffic flow will increase
on Lyndhurst Way as a result of the road closures on Bellenden Road
and Holly Grove.  Existing AM and PM peak hour flows on Lyndhurst
Way (between Chadwick Rd and Holly Grove) are 620 pcus and 390
pcus respectively.  The proposed layout is predicted to increase the
flows on this street to approximately 850 pcus in both peak periods.
Lyndhurst Way is considered to be the more suitable road to carry
traffic flow in the area due to the wider road width and its alignment.

Complaints about how to access to house entrances in the case of having to
load/unload have been received from residents of this street.

Holly Grove between Bellenden Road and Lyndhurst Way can be
accessed via Bellenden Road under the two-way proposal.

There are also concerns of the area potentially attracting antisocial behaviour
due to reduced level of traffic.

Street lighting will be reviewed as part of the detailed design if the
proposed scheme is to go ahead.  This will improve the perception of
safety and discourage antisocial behaviour.

49%
42%

9%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



5. Do you support the proposed modifications of Highshore Road/
Bellenden Road/ Elm Grove junction to give priority to Highshore Road

west and Bellenden Road north?

Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

Concern about the Spine routing cyclists to turn right from Highshore Road
into Bellenden Road where visibility is restricted.  Also in the opposite direction
where cyclists.

Raised sinusoidal humps are proposed either side of the junction to
reduce vehicle speeds.  Cyclists turning right into Bellenden Road will
be able to take a more central position to improve their intervisibility
with other road users.

52%
37%

11%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



6. Do you support the proposed new footway on the eastern side of Bellenden
Road between Holly Grove and Highshore, which requires relocating all existing

parking bays to Holly Grove?

Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

Concerns about to the loss of residential parking bays on Bellenden Road.

The parking bays are relocated to Holly Grove, with the total number
of parking bays remaining the same at this location.  At present, there
is no footway at this location which causes a potential safety issue
where there is no buffer between the properties and live carriageway.
The proposed footway will allow pedestrians who wish to stay on the
eastern side of the road to do so, instead of being forced to cross the
road and continue their journey on the western footway.

There are also concerns on the congestion that this street configuration could
carry along, with people parking during the weekend on the single yellow line,
leaving (perhaps) some resident's driveways blocked and complicating access
to emergency services and other large vehicles.

The existing single yellow lines will be reviewed and an assessment
will be made to consider whether double yellow lines are required for
this section of Bellenden Road.

53%38%

9%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



7. Do you support the proposed 'No through' access on
Bellenden Road by William Griggs Garden to vehicular

traffic?

Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

More traffic is going to be funnelled to Lyndhurst Way.

In order to create a quieter route for walking and cycling, through
traffic on Bellenden Road has to be reduced.  Traffic flow on Lyndhurst
Way will increase as a result of the road closures on Bellenden Road
and Holly Grove.  Existing AM and PM peak hour flows on Lyndhurst
Way (between Chadwick Rd and Holly Grove) are 620 pcus and 390
pcus respectively.  The proposed layout is predicted to increase the
flows to approximately 850 pcus in both peak periods.  Lyndhurst Way
is considered to be the more suitable road to carry traffic flow in the
area due to the wider road width and its alignment.

Delivery lorries need to access the businesses on this part of Bellenden Road
and may not be able to turn around to exit.

Road width on Bellenden Road is not proposed to change except in
the vicinity of junctions.  Although road is proposed to be made two-
way, deliveries vehicles will be able to access businesses on
Bellenden Road.

The creation of potential antisocial areas on this sites due to low volume of
traffic, and the fact that road closures on other places have generated social
anger before.

Street lighting will be reviewed as part of the detailed design if the
proposed scheme is to go ahead.  This will improve the perception of
safety and discourage antisocial behaviour.

49%

42%

9%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

Concern with the loss of parking bays in an area which is already difficult to
find spaces. In the future, this is believed to be aggravated by the 60-flat
development that is being built on this street.  Concern the problem of losing
parking space in front of a veterinary clinic situated in 35 Highshore Rd, as
walking the distance from the closest parking bay into the clinic carrying an
injured animal might not be feasible.

Observations of parking use at this location suggested that demand at
these parking bays is low. However, Officers will review the design
and investigate the possibility of retaining some parking bays on the
northern side of Highshore Road.

There are concerns about the consequences of the 2-way system on
Highshore Rd, which would increase the flows on Bellenden (northbound) thus
creating congestion.

Traffic flows on Bellenden Road north of Highshore Road are not
expected to be increased by the scheme.  Currently, motor vehicles
can access that section via Bellenden Road south of Highshore Road.
Vehicles wishing to access that part of Bellenden Road from south of
Highshore Road will simply be reassigned to Lyndhurst Way and then
Highshore Road.

8. Do you support the proposed two-way operation of
Highshore Road and the removal of 10 parking spaces? 51%

38%

11%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

• Bellenden Rd/Chadwick Rd junction:

The 2-way system along Chadwick Road will make this narrow junction
congested and dangerous. Currently priorities are unclear and need clearer
signage.  The council should look into signalisation the junction.

The carriageway width is sufficient for two-way traffic.  The new
junction layout will provide clear priority for Bellenden Road north-
south traffic.  Chadwick Road traffic will have to give-way, signage will
be be provided to ensure that priority is clear for all traffic.
Signalisation is not considered at present as the area is mainly
residential and traffic signals would potentially result in queuing
vehicles outside of the typical peak periods.  The proposal is currently
undergoing road safety audit, if there is a safety concern at the
junction, signalisation or other measures will be analysed.

• Lyndhurst Way/Chadwick Rd junction:

This junction will be congested with the new layout and increased level of
traffic, making it dangerous for all users and probably not allowing large
vehicles to turn without conflict.

Sweptpath analysis had been carried out and will be reviewed again
during detailed design to ensure vehicles can manoeuvre safely.  As
most vehicles will be right turning from Chadwick Road into Lyndhurst
Way or left turning from Lyndhurst Way into Chadwick Road, the main
movements are not in conflict and thus congestion is not expected at
this location.

9. Do you support the proposed footway widening and
raised table at junctions to reduce crossing distances
and improve accessibility? This involves removing 4

parking spaces on Lyndhurst way by Lyndhurst Grove.

57%
34%

9%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

Most comments are supportive on the installation of speed humps (of any
kind). N/A

At least three of the responses referred to the fact that humps were damaging
their properties, specially when larger vehicles drove over them.

Sinusoidal profile humps proposed has benefit in giving less
discomfort to cyclists and motorists travelling at low speed.  Research
has shown speed reductions are likely to be similar to round-top
humps.  Maximum noise and ground-bourne vibration levels
generated are likely to be less than for round-top humps.

Comments on sinusoidal humps have been proven to encourage a more
aggressive behaviour from the motorised vehicles.

Research has shown speed reductions are likely to be similar to round-
top humps.

10. Do you support the proposed replacement of
existing traffic humps with sinusoidal humps? 64%

24%

12%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)
There were concerns about bus stop stays being removed from Chadwick
Road as it is more convenient for some residents at present.  Not everyone´s
mobility allows them to make an extra displacement to reach the new bus
stop.

Under the new layout, buses will not be able to remain on its existing
route through the gyratory.  Officers will liaise with TfL buses to
investigate possible alternative locations for the bus stop.

11. Do you support the proposed routing of the bus P13
to turn right directly into Belnheim Grove?

55%33%

12%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER



Comment Key Considerations (and Responses)

Opposition to this proposal comes mainly from residents who do not
find this necessary taking into account the parking loss and the
damage to business that this can entail.

Overall, it is important that the roads are safe for all road users at all
times and therefore it is important that the single yellow line restrictions
are upgraded at certain locations, to maintain road user intervisibility.

12. Do you support the double yellow lines to
improve visibility/ safety for all road users? 56%31%

13%

YES

NO

NO ANSWER
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Stakeholders

Southwark Living Streets
Southwark Living Streets is very supportive of these plans. We have long felt that the
Bellenden one-way system is a real barrier to walking and cycling in the area encouraging as
it does high speeds and domination of these streets by motor vehicles. There is significant
underutilisation of the overall capacity owing to the inefficiencies of the one-way systems
and it is entirely appropriate to re-allocate some of this space to pedestrians and cyclists.
The proposed use of this route as part of the Southwark Spine requires significant reductions
in traffic volumes (if the route is to be designed to LCDS Quietway standards) given the very
high current volumes of motor vehicles using it (from previous Traffic Flow Data surveys -
http://www.southwark.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/9631/traffic_flow_data) on both
Bellenden Road and Lyndhurst Way with both being in places more than 3,000 Passenger
Car Units per day).

We strongly support the creation of a pedestrianised link between Holly Grove Gardens and
Warwick Gardens. This will be a major boost to opportunities to walk and cycle between
Peckham and Camberwell and is a link that has been very unattractive and intimidating until
now for pedestrians. We strongly support the proposed traffic calming throughout this route
in the form of the sinusoidal humps and raised treatments at junctions which will make
crossing the road and walking along this route far more attractive and reduce intimidation to
pedestrians. Finally we strongly support the proposals at the Highshore Road junction with
Bellenden Rd and the removal of the mini-roundabouts and the closure of the northern-most
part of Bellenden Rd to motor vehicles. While facilitating through put of motor vehicles, mini-
roundabouts create real uncertainty and disrupt desire lines for pedestrians and their
removal and the tightening of junctions in this area will make crossing the road far more
pleasant for pedestrians.

I COMMENT AS A REGULAR CYCLIST AND ON BEHALF OF SOUTHWARK LIVING
STREETS.  I ESPECIALLY SUPPORT 4 ABOVE.  IT WILL BE A GOOD BOOST FOR
PEOPLE GOING TO AND FROM WARWICK GARDENS.



Southwark Cyclists
Southwark Cyclists - Response to Bellenden Road, Holly Grove, Lyndhurst Way
Consultation

Overall, Southwark Cyclists strongly supports the proposed changes.  In particular, the
removal of the one-way system takes away a significant barrier to safe, legible and
comfortable cycling through the area. We consider re-introduction of two-way operation and
reallocation of road space from car parking to be absolutely crucial for the success of the
scheme’s objectives and indeed the Southwark Spine.

There are some matters, set out from north to south, that need to be improved as part of
detailed design and we would be very happy to meet with officers to discuss further:

Highshore Road - scheme would expect cyclists to turn across a newly created blind corner,
major rethink needed

Holly Grove - wider cycle track and better connection between green spaces

Blenheim Grove - integrate with proposals for redevelopment of Peckham Rye Station area
by allowing contraflow cycling

Chadwick Road - support measures to reduce risk of conflict between drivers turning left and
straight-on cyclists but design of Spine route immediately to south will be critical

1. Highshore Road

At the junction of Bellenden and Highshore Roads, the Southwark Spine route would expect
cyclists to turn right here across a blind corner with motor vehicle priority created by this
scheme. There is currently a roundabout here.  Southwark should consider improving the
roundabout - by raising it on a table improving the public realm - or redesigning this part of
the route to account for the increased cycle flows expected once the Southwark Spine has
been implemented.

Given the large volumes of peak traffic on Lyndhurst Way, the right turn from Highshore Way
onto Lyndhurst will be difficult for cyclists. We object to the build-out on Lyndhurst Road
immediately north of its Highshore Road junction as this would prevent the very lightly used
parking being reallocated to space for cycling for the next section of the Spine. This junction
is best considered as part of the consultation for that section. There is scope to reduce
parking on Highshore Road further as only three properties on this section do not have off-
street parking.

We suggest moving the point closure on Highshore Road to the west side of the post office.
This would move post office and other delivery traffic - including lorries - away from the local
residential streets.

2. Holly Grove area

The road closures at the north end of Bellenden Road and in Holly Grove have the potential
to create attractive routes for cyclists travelling to and from Peckham High Street, Melon
Road and Kelly Avenue.  There is however space available to make the cycle tracks wider,
particularly on Holly Grove, where cyclists turning off Lyndhurst Way may be under pressure
from motor vehicles following close behind.

The carriageway section of Holly Grove looks over engineered, interrupting the link between
the two green spaces. This should be resolved in detailed design. The road humps in the



section of Bellenden Road north of here are unnecessary, as it would become a dead-end
for drivers as well as be significantly narrowed. The cost saving could be used to help fund
our other suggestions.

There is no lighting under the railway bridges on Bellenden Road and Lyndhurst Way. The
darkness detracts from safety and whether as part of this or future funding, lighting is
needed. There are many innovative lighting schemes under railways in the north of the
borough and lessons from these could be applied here.

3. Blenheim Grove

There is no obvious link up between these proposals for the Spine and the redevelopment of
the area around Peckham Rye station, or indeed the cycle hub there. A legible, two-way
route is needed on the south side of this key trip generator. The bus stop at the west end of
Blenheim Grove would need to be moved to Bellenden Road but this would be more
convenient for bus users.

A restored mode filter (with a camera if necessary rather than rising bollard) at the Rye Lane
end, with westbound cycle access permitted (currently bus only) and further simplification of
the P13 bus route would manage traffic better in this fast-changing area.

4. Chadwick Road

We are concerned that the new layout may lead to conflict at the junction of Chadwick and
Bellenden Roads as most motor traffic will turn left here while cyclists will continue straight
ahead. While the proposals do take some steps to address left hook risks through the raised
table and changes to geometry, which are vital elements of the scheme, nonetheless there
are large traffic flows through this junctions at peak times.

The design of the section of the Spine immediately to the south, where Bellenden Road
narrows, will be critical. We strongly believe measures to reduce the flows and dominance of
motor traffic will be needed, so that even less confident and able cyclists will feel comfortable
adopting the primary position on the carriageway.

We object to the pavement buildout in Chadwick Road (east of Bellenden Road), as this
would make it harder to enable contraflow cycling in future, for example as part of proposals
to improve cycle permeability through the car park beyond to Bournemouth Road.



Residents and Businesses

This area is choked with traffic, noise, pollution and the associated stress levels.  This area has good
public transport links and bold moves to reduce vehicles are urgently needed and this area will be
transformed by these improvements.  It is currently very frightening cycling in this vicinity which would
benefit from a more pedestrian and cycling friendly environment to reduce noise and traffic pollution.
The bolder your proposals the better life will be for everybody!
It would be nice if Bellenden roads pavements could be expanded from hollygrove and upwards to allow
for better movement of pedestrians especially those using prams and wheelchairs.

Proposals look very good and well-thought through.
Objection: The above proposal would result in Lyndhurst Way carrying almost all of the traffic. There is
no benefit to residents.
Disagree with closure of road to traffic at Lyndhurst to Bellenden junction to improve access to Warwick
Gardens. Access to Warwick Gardens is fine currently. Additionally, by implementing this closure, all
through traffic will be pushed to the Chadwick/Bellenden junction, where I would imagine much of the
existing traffic would turn left, causing a lot of congestion on the tiny Bellenden road. Does the current
configuration not offer more option for the traffic to disperse down various sideroads before hitting
Bellenden Road where I experience traffic jams on a daily basis, particularly around the shopping area?
Has analysis been performed to ensure the Chadwick/Bellenden junction doesn't become a bottleneck
with queues? I don't see how this particular aspect of the proposal benefits the masses. Thanks
Overall, I think the plan is a good idea but I think that it is a missed opportunity.

Steps to make Bellenden Road a safer and quieter road should be progressed.  This year alone there
have been numerous accidents at the corner of Bellenden and Chadwick and I personally have
witnessed several collisions between cars and motor vehicles.

Steps should also be made to make Bellenden Road shopping parade a between place for pedestrians,
cyclists and local businesses.

Whatever steps to be carried out in this consultation should also be linked to Bellenden Road shopping
parade improvements.  For example, this should be a single carriageway (with traffic routed around the
back via Blenheim/Choumert Grove) - the pavement widened and a cycle lane created.  During the late
spring, summer and early autumn, al fresco dinning and drinking takes place along Bellenden Road
shopping parade.  This should be encouraged and these steps to be tied into improving that experience.
Lyndhurst way is a busy already for residents on this street. One way driving will provide residence less
noise and pollution on the area. sinusoidal humps are damaging our properties, specially when heavy
lorries and vans pass by. Remove them will help us to keep our properties better and the buildings will
suffer less.

Thanks for the good job to helps us to keep our neighbourhood as good as possible.
I would like to remind the Council of prior figures ref consultation processes. For example the
consultation ref CPZ in East Dulwich some yrs ago. The Council informed us (I do not recall the exact
figures but it was something like this) that 58% wanted CPZ, however when the Coucil was pushed for a
more detailed breakdown, it turned out the something like 80% to those who responded and were in
favour of CPZ were from Melborne Grve (a well known pinch point) and this meant that, when the figures
were spread across the whole consultation area, in real terms only 18% wanted CPZ. Please therefore
provide me with a breakdown of how the percentages were arrived at per street and how many of those
were residents with parking requirements living in CPZ streets. I for one have mentioned before that
there does not seem to be a serious problem with either accidents or cyclists not being able to navigate
there way through the zone. Is there clear data that prove otherwise? And if not why change a system
that seems to be working perfectly well as is??? There a regular serious accidents involving cyclists
along Rye Lane... would not the money be better invest there?
Strongly support proposals both as local pedestrian, cyclist and motorist. Many local junctions are
currently not very safe and one way system encourages speeding in many locations.
Its fine as it is. Leave us alone. I'm very worried that I won't be able to reverse into my drive way SAFELY
if you make Bellenden Rd two way.

All we need is safe crossing on Chadwick Rd.



All looks good except for road markings at two junctions:

1) junction Chadwick road and bellenden road. You are giving right of way to bellenden road southbound
which will now only have occasional residential traffic over Chadwick road which is a main cut through
route. Ditto Chadwick with lyndhurst way, traffic should not have to turn right as they proceed north, as
the route up/down Chadwick road is much quieter than the the route from Chadwick onto lyndhust way.

I fear for traffic build up at the Chadwick/bellenden junction, I personally would definitely ensure
Chadwick road has priority over bellenden road southbound. Although I know p13 has to cross that
junction.
On the whole it is lovely.

My only concern in the new plan is the Lyndhurst Way/ Holly Grove junction.  The Holly Grove cycle
route looks very narrow and the turning is very abrupt. I foresee people on bicycles having to wait on
Lyndhurst Way to turn if there are cycles coming the other way on Holly Grove. Those in cars, not having
the same problem, will not anticipate this - the result could be dangerous and at least intimidating if you
are forced to stop in front of an impatient driver.

Could the cycle path here not be made wide enough to (at least) allow for cargo bikes to pass in each
direction and/ or the turning be made less abrupt/ some kind of refuge provided so you can get out of
traffic while you wait for oncoming bicycles (without creating room for cars to decide to park here).
The current one way system is unsustainable, it encorages its use as a race track for cars turning into
Holly Grove and right into Bellenden Road far in excess of 20 mph limit. Two lanes of traffic heads north
one-way along Bellenden Road, the pavement on the east side is far too narrow.

Calming traffic and reducing through traffic should be supported, I am in favour of closing roads to
vehicles, allowing cycle and pedestrian access. I favour the closure Holly Grove at Lyndhurst Way and
Bellenden Road at Highshore Road as proposed
These proposals are much needed. The current road access makes it very dangerous for pedestrians
and cyclists. I'm not sure if I agree with the P13 bus change, but think it should actually go further and
not go down Bellenden road at all. The road is too narrow where the shops are at Bellenden road. This
creates queues and traffic jams resulting in impatient drivers performing dangerous manoeuvres. I look
forward to the much needed changes and am happy to support this.
THE NUMBERS SHOWN ON THE PLAN CORRESPOND TO THE QUESTIONS - NO THEY DO NOT.

THIS IS A POINTLESS EXPENSIVE PROPOSAL AIMED SOLELY AT BENEFITING BELLENDEN
ROAD WHICH IS DOING FINE AS IT IS, AS ARE THE CYCLISTS.  WHY WRECK THE LOVELY
WILLIAM GRIGGS GARDEN? WHY KNOCK OUT ALL THOSE PARKING SPACES? WHY CAN'T YOU
JUST LEAVE THINGS ALONE? I AM SO FED UP WITH LBS WORDS CAN'T EXPRESS!
I think this is a great scheme. As a resident of Peckham I have always felt that there needs to be a better
link between Warick Grdns and  Holly Grove Park. Creating a pedestrian link (albeit one with cycling
route) will greatly enhance both Holly Grove and the interchange with Bellenden Rd. I have lived in
Peckham conservation district for 10 yrs now and find the endless one way streets very frustrating. The
proposed scheme is great and I do hope we are able to proceed with it. Well done.
Concern re increased traffic on high shore road leading to pollution exposure to school kids.

Ultimately traffic should also avoid the shopping part of bellenden road. Any plans to pedestrianise this
too?
I am strongly in favour of the proposed scheme.
The proposals spare no thought for the car owners who pay for the roads.  As a resident of Elm grove,
The proposals will do nothing other than inconvenience those who already pay over £120 per year to
park near our homes.

Cyclists have for too long ignored the rules of the road, putting themselves and other road users in
danger and these proposals are rewarding them for ignoring the rules which do not suit them personally.

I think these proposals need to be reconsidered to take into account ALL road users, not just cyclists.
POSSIBLY TRAFFIC LIGHTS AT CHADWICK/BELLENDEN RD JCT - IT'S GOING TO BE BUSIER.
Strongly support this. The current junction of holly grove and bellenden road very dangerous for



pedestrians
The current road operation has been in operation since 1989 and has proved over the years to work and
has a tried and tested design that works very well.

There is no need to change the roads to 2 way.  The current crossing points work although you might
make  like to make them larger. A crossing point where Chadwick Road turns into Lyndhurst Way could
be made larger.  A larger crossing point at the junction of Holly Grove/Bellenden Road should also be
made larger at this junction.No more is required.

The P13 bus stop should remain where it is on Chadwick Road as it is a very well used stop and is sited
in the correct position. It is the halfway point from Bellenden Road school and Blenheim Grove. This is of
great importance to particularly the older generation and families. If one has to climb Chadwick Road to
Grove Park the extra distance would cause hardship.

All that is needed is for cyclists to show a bit of common sense and not the selfish "I want I want" rant. A
cycle lane from Bellenden Road into Chadwick into Lyndhurst is all that is required.  There is  no need for
2 way traffic.

Roads do not need to be closed just larger crossing points at the junction.

Why is there such a need to spend money Southwark does not have or are they working hard to spend
possible donated money for a not required but is PC generated smug scheme.

Since1989 I can only remember a few minor accidents crossing from lover to upper Chadwick Road.

This is change for the sake of change  my personnel thoughts are this has already been decided.

It has not been advertised very well and those with an agenda using this survey will force it through with
very few responses from the majority out of the loop residents. Local knowledge from long term residents
is what is required not young thrusting must have change people with red pencils and a map.

Your plans are very badly thought out. I live at 66 Bellenden Road, the one way stretch by the park. What
you are suggesting is a single road to a dead end. You have not taken into consideration that single
yellow lines will mean people will park on these at eves and weekends blocking all residents in. There
are no provisions with the extended footpath for emergency services or refuse lorries to come down and
come out, causing huge and dangerous congestion. You are putting paths in that no one uses. Extending
a park that is basically a walk through, rarely does anyone sit in there, why would you when Warwick
gardens is 5 mins away.Blocking off Holly Grove- why, putting a big concrete path in for no reason
whatsoever, a few trees, why, there is a park on either side. Lyndhurst way traffic will be a gridlock if
someone wants to turn right into Chadwick Road, no sense, making this 100 times worse, dangerous for
cyclists and very dangerous for pedestrians. This scheme is ultimately unusable, pointless and very
dangerous and does nothing for the residents of all the streets involved. Your plans are basically for
people that do not live in the area, but use as a through fare.At the meeting in the church, the person we
spoke to had not visit item Bellenden Road, had no idea of the residents or parking nor understood how
cyclists used the roads, and he lives in St Albans, basically saying we should all cycle!I as my partner do
cycle to the city every day. We use our car for family journeys, we have off street parking causing no
congestion as do all my neighbours on Bellenden road. These plans have a blatant disregard for all us
residents. So I totally disagree with a completely flawed and waste of money plan that benefits zero
people.



Whilst I agree that the road/traffic schemes need addressing, it's the whole area in peckham, particularly
peckham high St near the library and Burger King turning, along with traffic outside Bellenden rd shops
where it gets very congested for all users, pedestrians, cyclists and cars alike. I fail to see why this
cannot be considered by the proposal, surely the experts needs to understand wider implications of any
scheme.

The proposal of  blocking off Bellenden rd to traffic and the pavements, creating a cul de sac with one car
width is bizarre. The houses on this part of the road that have drive ways could get blocked in with
current single yellow line proposal, near Elim house (an elderly day care centre) has not been thought
about at all. After single yellow parking restrictions are lifted in the evenings, chaos could ensue. If it is
proposed to quieten the road I see no need for adding pavements to the back of houses that have an
Elm grove address nor the houses on the LHS near Ganapatis.

There are at least 100 residents on this stretch of Bellenden up to High Shore  and creating a 'green
space' with road narrowing pavements  does not enhance anyone's lives.

It seems that emergency services have not been thought about nor if the turning point proposal (which
will remove mature tress in a conservation area - we struggled to get permission to pollard self seeded
trees that were blocking sunlight from our garden on bellenden) has considered that there could be a
blockade  should a large vehicle be turning amd another drives up it.

As a cyclist I am keen to make the roads safer, but drawing pretty pictures of idlystic trees and people
does not reflect every day reality!

Please give us sensible options

I do not agree with proposals, particularly with the proposals to put two way traffic on lyndhurst way. We
already have a lot of traffic going up lyndhurst way - despite our new double glazing we can still hear the
traffic (and very loud sound systems). As a residential street we do not want to have huge amounts of
traffic going up and down all times of the day, creating additional noise and pollution and because of the
junctions traffic jams.

I is very important that new measures are put in to Bellenden road to reduce the speed of large vehicles
such as construction trucks driving up Bellenden road (past the shops where lots of people are) faster
than the speed limit. i've seen many large vehicles speed up that road because they can. This is not
included in the proposals.
Good scheme, strongly support.

I hope that in future thought can be given to reducing/calming traffic on Bellenden Road south of the
railway bridge to the point where a pedestrian-priority shared space can be considered.

Traffic on Lyndhurst Way (part of Southwark Spine) looks set to increase as it will divert away from
Bellenden Road. Careful thought should be given to the best onward route for cyclists in that case,
and/or whether Lyndhurst Way will ultimately need to be segregated to provide a good level of service for
cyclists using the Southwark Spine.

Suspect this whole proposal is DESIGNED exclusively for the benefit of cyclists and some folk living on
bellenden road at the expense of people living in highshore road/elm grove area. Also nothing is being
proposed to help residents in lyndhurst grove, and lyndhurst way, which have become rat runs, with cars
racing up and down, night and day. Also introduction of double yellow lines and removal of parking
spaces will lead to faster traffic while shifting parking problems onto other streets, when at the moment
parking slows traffic, providing pinch points All unfair,
This scheme is much better and we fully support it. Well done Council.
I AM PARTICULARLY IN SUPPORT OF NO. 4
THIS WILL DOUBLE THE AMOUNT OF TRAFFIC ON LYNDHURST WAY OUTSIDE MY HOME,
INCREASING NOISE, INCREASING POLLUTION AND TO NO VISIBLE BENEFIT.  WHAT IS THE
NEED FOR THE CHANGES - 7 YEARS HERE NO ACCIDENTS!!



THIS PLAN WILL INCREASE TRAFFIC ON NORTH END OF BELLENDEN ROAD AS WEST END
HIGHSHORE WILL FEED IT AND IT WILL BECOME A BUSY RAT RUN.  IF IT AIN'T BROKE DON'T
FIX IT! OR JUST BAN ALL CARS AND TRAFFIC FROM THIS AREA AND LET THE KIDS PLAY IN THE
STREETS AGAIN. PARKING IN HIGHSHORE WILL BE A DISASTER WITH ALL THE NEW FLATS
ANYWAY.
WE SUPPORT THE PROPOSALS, REALLY CONCERNED ABOUT ROAD/HOUSE SHAKE DAMAGE
CAUSED BY POORLY POSITIONED TRAFFIC HUMPS. DELIVERY VEHICLES/SPEED/WEIGHT
LIMIT - ENCORCE 20 MPH.  MAIL SORTING OFFICE TRUCKS SPEEDING AT NIGHT, SPEEDING
OVER TRAFFIC CALMING GENERALLY SPEEDING/V/CYCLISTS SAFETY AT ALL JUNCTIONS.
THE HIGHSHORE SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT SPECIAL NEEDS SCHOOL TRAFFIC GOING NORTH
AROUND CORNER BY SCHOOL.  PLEASE ADD TRAFFIC CALMING HERE TO AVOID RACING
VEHICLES.  STUDENS NOW LEAVE THE ACADEMY VIA EXIT ON BELLENDEN ROAD AS WELL.

It is great that you are improving the situation for cyclists BUT stop making it miserable for car
driversThere are still a vast majority  of car drivers, you could help them too. You shouldn't keep taking
away from car drivers on the pretence that it will encourage them to cycle too.
As a cyclist I use this route both ways most working days and occasionally at weekends.  I have never
experienced or witnessed any safety issues that would discourage me from using this route or should
discourage people that are new to cycling from the same.

The one-way system from Chadwick Road to Holly Grove works fine if a little inconvenient.  On my
journey from south to north in the morning (around 7:30am-8:00am) the majority of the flow is in the
same direction not from the north.  I've never had an issue at the right turn from Chadwick into Lyndhurst
or Lyndhurst into Holly Grove, giving way to traffic that is approaching me.  Similarly I've never had an
issue at the mini roundabout at the junction with Highshore Road.

On my journey home the majority of the traffic is north to south as one might expect.  Again vehicles
respect the give way at the Lyndhurst/ Holly Grove junction and the only very occasional issue I've had is
with cars pulling out of Chadwick (heading west) because they don't look.

Overall this scheme is totally unnecessary in my view and coupled with the loss of amenity to residents
through loss of parking spaces and greater flows on certain roads means it should not be seen through.
I think the proposals are excellent.  They make sense for drivers and cyclists alike.  Very pleased to see
cycling concerns finally being taken on board.  I would also welcome road improvements (better paving)
on Lyndhurst Grove -- its fraught with potholes for cyclists, especially in the rain.
Proposals are excellent, especially for cyclists. The one way system has been terrible cycling with a
family. Thank you!  Would welcome better paving on Lyndhurst -- fraught with potholes, a problem for
cyclists in the rain.
Any changes that create green spaces, improve conditions for cyclists and pedestrians without raising
more inconveniences for motorists are all welcome.  Don't let motorists dictate the personality of our
community.
Returning streets to two-way working will make my cycle journeys much easier and safer. Thank you.

If at all possible please reconsider the removal of parking outside peoples homes. IF this consultation
fails I believer this will have been the cause. Double yellow lines don't appear necessary in many
instances and some of the kerb bailouts OTT and many residents may respond negatively as a result
and not be carried along by this overall excellent proposal.
There also needs to be some resurfacing of Lyndhurst Way, the road quality is atrocious and is not
comfortable on my bike. I think there need to be improvements further along the route to central London
also (the proposed "Southwark Spine"), particularly along Commercial way (too long is spent on this road
before turning right into Chandler way) and also for entry and crossing into Burgess Park.
 I really support these proposals. Currently the one-way system on Bellenden Road via Holly Grove is
extremely busy and not terribly safe given the large number of pedestrians and now schoolchildren in the
area.  These changes would be a vast improvement.



This is an unnecessary waste of tax resources and time, restructuring the area in this way. I am fully
against this as where the improvements need to be are not on the minor roads but on the TFL red routes
like at the bottom of Highshore Rd where it meets peckham high st. This traffic light junction has become
a blight in the area not allowing sufficient traffic out into the major rd causing congestion at peak times
with its bad traffic management, its poor traffic light sequence  and its inadequate box junction. Alondside
a poorly placed pedestrian lichts crossing which causes confusion to all whether its road or sidewalk
users. The P13 bus route is ill thought out ever since its inception and has long been a problem for other
rd traffic with aggresive bus drivers hurtling to and fro along these narrow roads. Also reducing road
widths just to incorporate contra flow lanes for cyclists is a recipe for disaster. just like the reduction
across the borough of rd speeds to 20 mph has caused further anger and frustration amongst the already
down trodden beleaguered  motorists. Insufficient residential parking spaces is already problematic
forcing people to have to park well away from there houses and yet the fee keeps rising. Being close to
the station we are already under extra expense and disruption not suffered by others in the area yet you
now want to impose this Draconian Measure to meet measures for others not local to the vicinity. small
changes may be acceptable just to improve outdated road configurations eg. Holly Grove Highshore Rd
Bellenden Rd jnc to a four part zebra crossing area.

 Better road signage/procedure jnc of Chadwick rd /Bellenden rd as its an accident blackspot spot at the
moment. please consider this before wasting our money even more on these type of consultations where
there is better things it can and should be spent on.

Despite reading the proposals in detail and considering local usage of the areas in consideration, I do not
see or believe that the changes proposed will benefit the local road/community space/pavement users
nor the local community/residents, and that the proposals will not give the desired benefits without
counterbalancing strong negative impacts.

Please consider previous incarnations of the road/pavements in the area and the reasons for previous
changes; from personal use and word of mouth I believe that the rise in and promotion of cycling/walking
do not necessitate these proposed changes.
I fully support any proposals to improve road safety in the area
STOP STOP STOP

do not use council tax payers money for another single thing except for complete forced redundancy
payments to every single member of the planning board council and officer. Takes our money if you
must, but just STOP messing with the roads. This is a completely insane idea and a total waste of money
- so just take out money and go - get out of Southwark and stay out!
I think that there should be much greater thought given to how section of Holly Grove that is proposed to
be closed to vehicular traffic is landscaped. if the entire area between Holly Grove garden and Warwick
Gardens was treated as a green corridor with the addition of extensive tree planting etc. then these two
green spaces could be linked. In particular there should be careful consideration of the hard surfaces and
provision of raised beds. A line of large street trees, extending into both of the spaces would work well.
This green corridor can be further emphasised through changes to the gates of  Holly Grove garden and
Warwick Gardens.
As a pedestrian, cyclist and car driver I find that the existing system works well. The only cause for
concern that I have is cyclists who do not seem to think that road regulations apply to them - taking short
cuts by cycling the wrong way down a street for example. Traffic volumes do not seem to be excessive at
any time of day and therefore it seems to me that this proposed scheme is a unnecessary use of our
council tax - especially during a period when reducing the deficit is such a priority. You have not
demonstrated the actual increase in green space and the removal of the William Griggs Garden would be
very detrimental to our urban environment. Things are working well as they are. My family and I are very
grateful to whoever designed the present system.
Please keep the road as they are.
The current system works well for me as a pedestrian and a road user. The one way system works and I
can see no apparent benefit from changing it to a one way system.

The only place where crossing the road as a pedestrian is more difficult is Chadwick Road (west side) j/w
Bellenden Rd.



Why is this considered to improve conditions for cyclists and pedestrians? It's not clear.

I live off Bellenden Road and cycle the route both ways, 5 days a week and drive the route at weekends.
The only issues that need to be addresses from a cycling perspective are:

1. Conflict between cyclists heading north on Bellenden Road (and turning left into Chadwick Road) and
traffic emerging from Chadwick Road (East). I've had numerous incidents where emerging traffic
misjudge approaching cyclists. This often results in a "conversation" through the passenger window!

2. The appalling state of Lyndhurst Way! Both the road surface and location of speed humps in relation
to traffic islands. Traffic tries to squeeze cyclists at islands; cyclists catch (or are quicker than) traffic at
road humps.

As a pedestrian I see no problem at all. However, would like to see traffic calming on the one way section
of Holly Grove and the subsequent one way southbound part of Bellenden Road. Delineation for cyclists
in this area would be useful in this area - the road is wide enough. Narrowing these wide sections would
also be a benefit for pedestrians.

Improvements could be made at the fraction of the cost of the proposals. Some improvements could be
made but many of the proposals seem unnecessary.
I walk (school run) and cycle (from school to work) through this area daily, plus drive it fairly frequently. I
am a confident cyclist. I would make the following observations, about the current road layout and the
proposals, taking them roughly from north to south:

- Both Lyndhurst Grove and especially Lyndhurst way (Holly Grove to Peckham Road) have dreadful
road surfaces for cycling.

- The junction between Lyndhurst Grove and Lyndhurst Way is tight. Exiting LG there is poor visibility,
especially for drivers (it can be hard to see cyclists who hug the curb heading N along LW). Turning into
LG the junction/corner has very little room and drivers frequently cut the corner. As a cyclist exiting LG
and turning right onto LW that can mean encountering cars driving at you in your lane. None of that will
change - and frankly I can't see that there is any room to improve that situation.

- The intersection between Bellenden Road and Holly Grove is a bit of a shambles for pedestrians, who
are definitely lowest in the pecking order, and not brilliant for cyclists. As a cyclist heading towards the
shops on Bellenden Road I have to be confident to hold the centre of the lane to avoid cars trying to
undertake me - I don't find that a big problem, but can cycle fast enough to avoid drivers growing too
impatient. My feeling is that the junction could probably be improved by being redesigned without the
wholesale new plans.

- The left turn from Bellenden Road onto Chadwick Road, heading north (away from the shops) is very
tight and seems to be being made even tighter in the proposed plan, which shows the pavement being
built out. That would be both a traffic pinch point and a real concern for all road users. As a pedestrian
this junction can be hard to navigate safely because road traffic converges from three directions. In the
proposed plans, I would like to see a pedestrian crossing across Chadwick road, between Bellenden
Road and Lyndhurst Way.

- The current gyratory suffers from two problems in my opinion: relatively high driving speeds and cyclists
needing to use (including cross into) the right hand lane. The latter is problematic because of speed
differentials between cyclists and drivers. The two-way layout may be one solution, but I wonder if there
are alternatives that focus on reducing driving speeds?

- The worst part of Bellenden Road from a traffic and road user point of view is the section past the
shops, which these plans leave unaddressed. I wonder if there would be scope for moving the short stay
park and shop bays into side streets, and making this stretch much less dominated by parking and traffic,
improving visibility, reducing congestion - perhaps with a 10mph section?

On balance I find myself coming down in favour of the proposed plans. That said, I would like to hear
from the Council why the gyratory was introduced in the first place, how the proposed plans won't
reintroduce things that were wrong before, and what they intend to do about the section of Bellenden



Road past the shops.

It is not clear from the proposal what is the intended the benefit for all residents and road users. It seems
that the only real gain is for commuter cyclists, with a loss of parking spaces and more restrictive access
for local residents. The junction at Lyndhurst Way and Chadwick Road will be a constant traffic jam
which will only increase the level of Road Rage constantly seen in the area.
Generally   I am very much in favour  of planning traffic control to emphasise the difference between a
residential area  and a traffic through-way.

This enhances the feel of the place for residents as well as reducing noise and pollution.

I can understand why residents on Lyndhurst way may feel that their life will be impoverished-

 In order to ameliorate the increase in traffic flow for them-  speed control must be effective- reducing not
only noise and pollution but also the attraction of the route for  through traffic- Speed cameras - seem to
be the only deterrent- speed humps seem to encourage more dangerous driving in evasion.

Also squads of cyclists are not necessarily pedestrian friendly or  safe and ride at speeds incompatible
with residential areas - so some thought on governance is needed.
The consultation is not clear, for example point 7 refers to closing north Bellenden Road and Highshore
but on the plan it indicates the buildout on Lyndhurst Grove.

Overall I like the proposal in principle but I feel that there isn't enough clarity at the moment. I would like
to see where traffic is likely to be heavier as a consequence.
Fully support the aim of making this key part of Peckham more accessible for casual cyclists and
pedestrians, especially children and those with mobility problems.
This proposal is a complete waste of public money during a period where we really have to think about
every penny we spend.  The proposal is a solution looking for a problem!  There is absolutely nothing
wrong with the current road layout.  The thing that concerns me most about the proposal is the net loss
of >25 parking places which are needed for the residents of the area and their visitors.  This will cause a
real nightmare.  Catering for peoples' cars to be parked on the street is as important as catering for
cyclists.  I also believe that the further reduction of traffic flows through the area will actually reduce the
sense of security on the streets.  Having lived in areas in other Cities where areas have been closed off
to produce fewer cars passing through actually serve to make an area feel less safe to those on foot.
Cyclists are already well catered for.  Please don't waste my money on this project!



We are informed that the Council budget has been cut by £91million. More cuts are on their way 'up to a
third of our budget'. Existing services are going to be cut or removed altogether.

The current proposal is a massive waste of money and resources and will result only in serious damage
to existing residents for no net gain whatsoever. Moreover, none of the stated objectives will be met by
these proposals - quite the opposite.

- Promoting Bellenden Road as a quieter route will cause huge disadvantage to the residents of
surrounding streets. Any existing problems can be met in simpler and cheaper ways. These proposals
are the answer to a non-existent problem.

- The removal of fourteen parking spaces will cause chaos for residents. It will not do to say blithely - as
a rep did at the December meeting - that 'residents' vehicles will just be absorbed elsewhere'. We are
already at capacity and new apartments are being built in surrounding streets which will add to pressure.

- Double yellow lines will in fact remove far more parking - actively damaging local businesses - the
Ganapati restaurant, for example - and greatly inconveniencing local residents. Again, it is the solution to
a non-existent problem. NONE OF THIS IS NECESSARY.

- The main intent of the scheme is to create a 'cycle spine' along Bellenden Road. But since this would
involve cyclists travelling north negotiating a difficult and dangerous junction across through traffic at
Highshore Road/Lyndhurst Way and a similar problem for southbound cyclists at Highshore
Road/Bellenden Road, in reality most will ignore the spine and follow the through traffic on Chadwick
Road between Bellenden Road and Lyndhurst Way. Thus, the grand central aim of the scheme will fail.

- Two way traffic will be an active disadvantage to pedestrians and cyclists, for whom one-way traffic is
much safer.

- Finally, all the accumulated evidence suggests sinusoid all humps increase traffic speed - totally
counter productive.

The changes are unnecessary, damaging, absurdly expensive and serve no useful purpose at all.
We live in Draymans Mews, off Chadwick Road. Our concern is extra traffic coming up Chadwick Road
and more people trying to park here. It's bad enough now, with people who use the surgery and block
our entrance/exit all the time, plus park on the double yellows next to our gates, making it very
dangerous to get out on to Chadwick Road. Will you also look into the congestion and parking around the
surgery area of Chadwick Road when finalising this proposal?

I am glad you are looking carefully at the junction at the bottom of Chadwick Road on to Lyndhurst, as I
was nearly run over there a couple of weeks ago. Very dangerous corner for pedestrians.
Please also introduce sinusoidal speed bumps on the section of holly grove between bellenden road and
the station.  This is a main route for children on the way to Warwick Gardens and we see excess
speeding here several times a day.  The combination of parking on both sides of holly grove and
speeding cars creates a potentially lethal danger to Southwark children. Thanks



London Borough of SouthwarkEnvironment and Leisure DepartmentPublic Realm Projects: (Bellenden
Road)160 Tooley StreetLondon SE1 5LX31 12 2015Dear Sir/MadamBellenden Road – Holly Grove –
Lyndhurst Way Cycling and Walking ImprovementsI am a local resident, cyclist, car user and pedestrian.
I believe passionately in creating sustainable cities and sustainable communities and know that to
achieve this we need to develop sustainable modes of transport. I also recognise that conflicts will arise
when pursuing these objectives and that the council’s role is to resolve these to the benefit of the wider
community. However in their proposal for Bellenden Road, which seek to addresses the issue of cycle
and pedestrian movement there is a shocking failure to acknowledge or address the impacts of the
scheme on the local community. What seems to have been forgotten is that the proposal to create a two
way street on the southern end of Lyndhurst Way will have a wholly negative impact on the amenity and
sense of community of its residents. If implemented there will be a large increase in the number of
vehicles using the street and the hours of heavy use will be extended; it will be as highly trafficked in the
evenings as  in the mornings. Residents currently experiencing significant traffic from 6am through to
10am, now face the prospect of this being increased in density and duration. Many of the homes are
level with the pavement and all are close to kerb. They have shallow front gardens with little buffer space
to bedroom and living room windows. Residents face the prospect of increased noise, pollution and
reduced sleep. In addition, as a neighbourly street we face the prospect of one side of the street being
less accessible to the other due to increased vehicle flows in both directions. This will break the easy ties
across the road and over time reduce the street’s sense of community. The officers who have detailed
this proposal should be aware that it has long been recognised that an increase in traffic is a significant
cause in the reduction of neighbourliness- that quality which is most important to creating sustainable
communities. If they are aware, they have ignored the issue. If unaware, they have taken a traffic lead
approach to a complex problem and arrived at a one line answer that fails to address the full range of
issues flowing from the proposal.Nowhere in the consultation documents or at the event I attended has
the original reason for making the two into a one way street (in the 1980s) been explained, or the why the
logic for that decision should now be reversed.  Likewise there has been no acknowledgement of the
impact on Chadwick Road and Lyndhurst Way of the narrowing of the railway bridge on Camberwell
Grove on local traffic in 2010. The commitment at the time of closure, to reopen the bridge fully has
clearly been forgotten and one is forced to accept that altering it would now be such a hot political potato
as to be untenable. I and many others noted at the time the unfairness of benefitting one street in terms
of amenity to the dis-benefit of others.  We now face the reinforcement of this strategy as the residents of
Lyndhurst Way pay dearly for tenuous and unquantifiable improvements to the cycle-ability through the
area.    There is a further layer of detail that I’m sure other residents will address in their objections.
However I would highlight one other concern. There are two community/church buildings on the northern
end of Bellenden Road that require vehicular access, frequently by less abled users. The combination of
reduced access and the proposed hammer head turning by the William Griggs Garden is likely to lead to
real problems. I suspect that the engineers have little understanding of the volume of traffic generated by
weddings, funerals or special religious festivals or else they would not have brought this proposal
forward. Once implemented it is difficult so see what the solution would be that could right the problems
that will be generated. It is very disappointing that the council has returned to this consultation process
less than three years after previously consulting the community without addressing the dis-benefits of the
scheme. The selective use of feedback, the overstating of benefits and the glossy packaging of the
documentation does not make up for the lack of knowledge or insight or address how sustainable
communities can be integrated with sustainable modes of transport. I will be working with my neighbours
to have this scheme rejected.Yours sincerelyMichael DillonCcCouncillor Nick DolezalCouncillor Jasmine
AliCouncillor Jamille MohammedCouncillor Darren Merril
Re Point 8 - Need to retain some parking spaces for access to Vetinary Surgery on Highshore Road.
(Not always possible to transport animals on foot.)

Point 10 What is a Sinusoidal Hump?!
I cycle this route daily; whilst I am broadly in favour of the proposal I am concerned at the increase in the
number of junctions in an area where traffic currently flows freely. Another major issue with this area is
the poor road surface on Lyndhurst Way; please could the council look to address this as part of these
works to improve the experience of drivers and cyclists?
sinusoidal humps have been reported as creating traffic using higher speeds cameras should also be
installed to fine those drivers do so
RYE LANE NEEDS TO BE SORTED AS A MATTER OF URGENCY AND WHERE THE SHOPS HAVE
ALL THEIR FRUIT,VEG AND FISH ON THE PAVEMENT THEREFORE PEOPLE ARE WALKING IN
THE ROAD BEING HIT BY BUSES - THIS IS COMMON AND I DON'T NEED TO TELL YOU HOW
DANGEROUS THIS IS - YOU SHOULD BE CONCENTRATED ON INSTEAD OF BELLENDEN ROAD



WHICH HAS BEEN FINE FOR YEARS AND THE CYCLISTS WILL STILL CONTUE TO GO UP ROADS
THE WRONG WAY IF IT SUITS THEM.

PROPOSAL ONE WOULD MAKE LYNDHURST WAY A TWO WAY OPERATION, MAKING IT BUSIER
THAN IT ALREADY IS, MAKING IT A THROUGH ACCESS TO MOTORISED TRAFFIC ON A ROAD
THAT HAS YOUNG CHILDREN AND YOUNG CHILDREN FROM BOTH SCHOOLS (BELHAM AND
THE VILLA SCHOOL).
CAN WE HAVE THE LORD LINDHURST BACK??
SOUTHBOUND TRAFFIC ON LYNDHURST TO BELLENDEN WILL STILL HAVE PROBLEMS
CROSSING WITH NORTHBOUND TRAFFIC FROM CHADWICK TO LYNDHURST AT THE
CHADWICK/BELLENDEN JUNCTION.  TAILBACKS AND CHADWICK FROM CHOUMERT GROOVE
WILL NOT BE IMPROVED.  TRAFFIC JAMS WILL ALSO ARISE ON LYNDHURST AND CHADWICK
SOUTHBOUND. PRIORITIES UNCLEAR COMING INTO CHADWICK/BELLENDEN JUNCTION FROM
THE TWO MINOR ROADS WHERE IN FACT MOST OF THE TRAFFIC FLOW WILL BE COMING
FROM.
PROPOSAL 10 - I DON'T KNOW WHAT SINUSOIDAL HUMPS ARE.
3. AN OASIS OF PEACE WOULD BE DESTROYED BY THIS PROPOSAL.

8. YES, IF PARKING SPACES REPLACED. COULD USE LIFT PAVEMENT BETWEEN 86 AND 68
BELLENDEN ROAD.
IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT DELIVERY LORRIES (SOMETIMES LONG ONES) CAN TURN AROUND IN
THE DEAD-END SECTION OF BELLENDEN ROAD AS THERE ARE BUSINESSES IN THE ARCHES
THERE.
I am a resident on the south and one way side of Lyndhurst Way. I drive. I cycle. I walk. I do not feel safe
due to the road management of this road and surrounding areas at present. Vehicles drive too fast on a
regular basis around these narrow streets. I myself have almost been knocked over several times by
vehicles and bikes and have had near misses with other vehicles when driving. I appreciate something
needs to change here and I am open to discussion with the local community on this. Simply your plans
above do not resolve any of the key factors here.- Vehicles drive too fast. No amount of speed bumps or
20 zones will change this. Have you actually witnessed how vehicles drive around the corners and
accelerate onto the straight? This being a blind corner where pedestrians are expected to cross. How
can this work as 2 way???!!!- There would be a MAJOR increase in vehicles and therefore traffic noise
(surely double) making Lyndhurst Way 2 way.
This scheme should be linked to an initiative north of the area to make cycle Route 22 on Sumner Road -
rather than the Surrey Canal path - the more natural and easier route for cyclists. The canal path is
currently already unable comfortably / safely to accommodate both cyclists and walkers, let alone any
increased foot and cycle traffic generated by this proposal.

The impact of lost parking spaces ( ie items 6 and 9 ) could be eased if ALL the parking spaces in Holly
Grove were made accessible to resident permit holders; ie change current designations at the Rye Lane
end.
Good to see more priority for cyclists. Would like to see further initiatives like this one closing more roads
to motorised traffic, removal of parking spaces, more pedestrian crossing points and removal of
gyratories.



I think the council has done a very good job on these plans, my observations are:

1, there seems to be no tree planting, especially on widened footpaths.

2, there can be more parking bays: on the opposite side of the road to 60 &62 Lyndhurst Way and
outside 15 & 17, 59,61 & 63 and under the railway bridge Lyndhurst Way.

3, a roundabout might be good on the junction of Lyndhurst Way and Chadwick Road, to slow all traffic.

4, it might be worth reversing the right of way on Chadwick and Blenheim as this would simplify the traffic
flow at this junction, (exits from carpark could go north and south on Choumert).

5, leave parking opposite removed bus stop on Chadwick and convert bus stop to more parking.

6, install parking on Bellenden from Elm house, where payment is presently wide going north.

7, move all parking to north side of Highshaw and lengthen it, this will enable additional spaces and allow
more houses to have crossovers

8, make all of Holy grove into a tree lined grove, with cycle path down centre which (possibly from
Lyndhurst way end) would double as access to garages for cars. This will also simplify the junction with
Holly and Bellenden, allowing for more parking on Bellenden.

THE PRESENT LAYOUT STANDS THE TEST OF TIME.  THERE IS NO NEED FOR CHANGE - YOUR
NEW PROPOSAL WILL CAUSE MORE CONGESTION TO ALL USERS.
I HAVE NEVER IN MY LIFE SEEN SUCH A RIDICULOUS PROPOSAL WHAT AN UTTER WASTE OF
COUNCIL MONEY.
THE WHOLE SCHEME SEEMS ILL THOUGHT OUT.  IT SEEMS LIKE SOMETHING DREAMT OF IN A
COMMITTEE ROOM.
12. Create some form of safety for all road users, butdouble yellow  lines is not one of them.
I live at no 71 Elm Grove, the house which shares it's flank wall with William Griggs' Park. My family and I
support the changes, however we have concerns about the reconfiguration of William Griggs' Park. What
will be the exact location of the turning point? We would not want it right next to our house. There are old
and beautiful trees in the park we would not like cut down for aesthetic, environmental and structural
reasons - if these are removed it could seriously destabilise our house. Will we be able to have an
independent tree expert assess the impacts? Also we would like some provision for children in William
Griggs' park - playground facilities. There are many young families in the area who would benefit from
this. Please can you send us detailed plans. Thank you.
YOU WILL CREATE A MAJOR TRAFFIC JAM ON LYNDHURST WAY WITH THE JUNCTION WITH
CHADWICK ROAD.  PLEASE DON;T DO THAT TO US.
A 2 WAY SYSTEM ON LYNDHURST WAY COULD ONLY BE SAFE WITH STRONG TRAFFIC
CALMING MEASURES, SPACE FOR CYCLISTS, GIVE WAY PRIORITY SIGNS ETC OTHERWISE A
DEATHTRAP FOR MOTORISTS TOO.
I LIVE ON THE SECTION OF HOLLY GROVE THAT WOULD BE IN 2 AND 4 BE CLOSED TO
TRAFFIC (MOTORISED) HOW AM I SUPPOSED TO DRIVE UP TO MY FRONT DOOR IF I REQUIRE
LOADING AND UNLOADING? OR IF I NEED TO USE A SKIP FOR BUILDING WORK?  WILL I HAVE
TO PAY FOR A PERMIT TO HAVE ACCESS?  WHY DID YOU HAVE ALLYOUR CONSULTATION
DATES OVER XMAS?
PARKING FOR RESIDENTS./VISITORS ALREADY AT A PREMIUM WITHOUT THE REMOVAL OF
MORE (I SEE THIS EFVEN AS A NON DRIVER)  MONEY BETTER SPENT ON IMPROVEMENT TO
CONDITION OF FOOTPATHS AND ROADS.
I cycle through here most days and think this makes things worse - the one way system works well.

In a time of spending cuts can you please stop wasting OUR money on cosmetic exercises with no
substantial benefit. Spend the money on something that will make a difference and is chronically needed
like care for the mentally ill.



Seriously...

I would also suggest a new zebra crossing on Maxted Road by the entrance to Bellenden Road as this is
currently unsafe, as is very busy, for children crossing to new Belham school.
I live in Lyndhurst Way and I don't believe that the extra cars, vans and other road traffic redirected
outside my house will improve my (or my family and neighbours) quality of life. We are a cycling
household and my children who cycle to school will still use Lyndhurst Way.The documentation sent out
by Southwark fail to mention anywhere about the consequences of road closures and where that
redirected traffic will go nor their number of movements.Cyclist entering Lyndurst Way from Peckham
High Road are no going to turn left down Highshore Road and then right into Bellenden Road just so they
can experience 50 meters of traffic free road, they will continue up Lyndhurst Way.Lyndhurst Way is part
of the only route bordered by  Denmark Hill through to Consort Road that road users (cars etc.) can use
to get from East Dulwich (and surrounding areas) to north of Peckham through to the Old Kent Road.
Southwark Council have over the years closed roads so that traffic routes are limited and congested.I
have noticed that elsewhere in Southwark there is anger about other road closures. Cars are not going to
disappear, they will in time morph into electric powered vehicles.I noticed that our neighboring borough
Lambeth were forced by residences to lift their road closure in Loughborough Junction as the locals just
ignored signage.Closing roads causes traffic to use other routes and creates a society of those with with
traffic and others with no traffic.Also as for hideous killing of cyclist; road closure is not going to solve
accidents as here in Peckham these have taken place on the High Road and not in Bellenden.I attended
a drop in stakeholder session held at St James RC Church and at that session there were no members
of Southwark council just three people who were employed by two companies that would benefit from the
money provided by TFL under a scheme driven by Boris Johnson with a wholly different agenda than
improving life for people living on the roads affected.
I am not at all happy with these changes.  All roads should take traffic and it makes no sense to spend
such a lot of money on a situation that is already working well.
While you are at it, please do something to improve the hideous road surface on Lyndhurst Way between
Highshore Road and Peckham Road -  I cycle along here every day and its like cycling on gravel and
particularly dangerous when wet.
PLEASE LEAVE THE ROADS AS THEY ARE
Having attended the consultation meeting yesterday I appreciate the local concerns for changes to
vehicular flow through side streets but I remain wholeheartedly in support of the proposals to improve the
road systems for the benefit and safety of all users and particularly pedestrians and cyclists. Whilst the
major concern is the flow at particular junctions causing vehicular jams I am assured that the council has
comprehensive data concerning traffic flow and will update and consider data changes over a time of
temporary testing.

Would potential congestion on the Bellenden and Chadwick east junction be alleviated by routing the
P13 bus both east and west travelling along Blenheim Grove? Thus leaving the narrow Chadwick road
for necessary local traffic.
The intention of supplying a ‘green route’ for cycling is positive and I warmly support it, but it seems
perfectly obvious that the focus on this is a deliberate tactic to distract residents and business owners
from the main intention behind this plan, to double the number of cars passing along Lyndhurst Way and
introduce what I strongly believe will be a dangerous junction at the corner of Chadwick Road and
Lyndhurst Way. No extra safe crossings have been included in the plan, making Lyndhurst Way un-
crossable between Chadwick Road and Holly Grove during rush hour. There are plenty of elegant
solutions that would accommodate a green cycling route, and the paltry additional length of route this
plan affords comes at considerable cost.
Any improvements for cyclists and pedestrians very welcome. Would be pro access only for electric cars
also. Far too much pollution and unnecessary powered journeys in London
I have lived in this area for 30 years and do not want the propsed changes. Such a terrible waste of
money and I do not support the re-routing in our area!



Many thanks to Southwark Council and consultants for the opportunity to comment on the latest plans for
this area. Overall I am very positive about the proposed changes and I would expect them to have a
positive impact on the safety of all road and pavement users in the area, which in turn could contribute to
more people choosing to walk or cycle instead of driving their cars.I'm pleased that the one-way system
will be replaced with two-way operation on sections of Bellenden Road, Holly Grove and Lyndhurst Way.
The current system encourages fast and reckless driving, which makes the junction of Holly Grove and
Bellenden Road especially dangerous to negotiate for pedestrians as well as making right turns from
Lyndhurst Way into Holly Grove a tricky affair for cyclists. All these roads have a 20mph limit but as long
as this is not enforced drivers will not observe the speed limits.While I think much of the proposed layout
makes great sense and exceeds my expectations of how this local road system might be improved, I
have a number of comments to make:1. As a cyclist I have concerns about your proposal for Bellenden
Road between the junctions with Holly Grove and Highshore Road. If this is to be part of the Southwark
Spine then more needs to be done to warrant the safety of cyclists on this stretch of road. Allowing two-
way vehicular traffic, however light this would be in terms of volume, could lead to occasional conflict
between motorists and cyclists. Problems could occur when vehicles moving in opposite directions meet
anywhere between the junction with Holly Grove and the proposed turnaround facility. In such situations,
manoeuvring drivers may temporarily obstruct the way for cyclists or create dangerous situations by
reversing or using the pavement. Similarly, cyclists' safety could be compromised by the proposed
turnaround facility. The garden wall of the adjacent property would severely limit the extent to which
drivers performing a turnaround manoeuvre can see oncoming northbound cyclists. To mitigate risks and
further improve the safety of the Southwark Spine, perhaps the following measures could be considered:-
Making this stretch of Bellenden Road a 'cycle priority street' in the spirit of the Dutch 'fietsstraat' which
involves placing a sign at each end and the application of coloured road surfacing (green or blue), aiming
to increase motorists' awareness and alertness.- Re-routing the Southwark Spine via Holly Grove and
Lyndhurst Way so that the turnaround facility does not affect the Spine.- Keeping this section of
Bellenden Road one-way and introducing a rising bollard to allow vehicles to exit the road. This could be
done either towards the junction with Highshore Road, or at the end of the proposed turnaround facility,
guiding exiting motorised traffic onto Elm Grove instead.2. Lyndhurst Way north of Highshore Road (all
the way to the end) badly needs resurfacing, and only after full resurfacing will it qualify as potentially
suitable for the Southwark Spine. This stretch of road has been in a state of disrepair for many years and
recent patchwork repair to bits of it hardly makes a difference. One of the potholes even has a bit of
metal sticking out of it (I have photo evidence). Cycling on Lyndhurst Way requires using the entire width
of a lane as the surface is too uneven to stick to the side. Clearly, this causes conflict between cyclists
and motorists, especially going southbound in evening rush hour. Negotiating the bad road surface with
speeding motorists approaching from behind is every cyclist's nightmare (and motorists might get quite
tired from the swerving cyclists too). It was greatly disappointing that the recent part-resurfacing of
Lyndhurst Way omitted the northern part of the road, which was arguably in a worse state then the bit
that did get resurfaced. I would like to request that Southwark Council carries out a full resurfacing of the
remainder of Lyndhurst Way, even if much of it is outside the boundaries of the current proposals.3. If the
turnaround facility on Bellenden Road will be created, could it be equipped with a cycle passage to Elm
Grove? Alternatively, could an additional cycle link be established along the northern boundary of William
Griggs Garden? The current proposals would see cyclists going from Highshore Road (the Spine) into
Elm Grove (Route 22) having to negotiate a double right turn and cyclists from Bellenden Road into Elm
Grove (I frequently make that turn - it is the most obvious route from Bellenden Road shops to properties
on Elm Grove) a triple right turn. 4. Please consider giving cyclists on the Spine priority at the Bellenden
Road/Highshore Road junction, to ease the (awkward) right turn from Highshore Road into Bellenden
Road. I'm also wondering why this junction would not be converted to raised table, while all the others
would. The raised table could include the Highshore Road/Elm Grove junction.



Dear sirs,I cannot support these plans as they will cause more congestion along Peckham Road and Rye
Lane and deprive some residents of their parking spaces. The idea that the bus can go in both directions
along Blenheim Grove is ridiculous.  There is barely enough room for the bus to go in one direction at the
moment as residents need the allotted parking spaces/I would also suggest that the parking restrictions
implemented many years ago for the shopping stretch of Bellenden Road (between Chadwick Rd and
Maxted Rd) actually be actively enforced to ease congestion and that vehicles parked on the pavements
be removed as they impede pedestrian traffic.More importantly, the plans presuppose the rights of
cyclists above that of motor-driven traffic, which I cannot support either. I walked along Bellenden Road
between Highshore Road and Holly Grove this morning and witnessed a father and small daughter on
bicycles crossing the roundabout and cycling in the wrong direction towards Holly Grove as though this
were the entirely appropriate thing to do.  The father was teaching his child to cycle against traffic and,
therefore, to be a danger to herself and others. I was appalled. I often encounter cyclists coming from the
roundabout as I turn left from Holly Grove into Bellenden Road to drive north towards Highshore Road.
They always behave as though they have the right of way, which they don't.  They shouldn't be there in
the first place.  Instead,if they wish to travel in that direction, they should dismount and walk their bicycles
along the pavement until reaching Holly Grove, where they can continue to cycle along the traffic flow,
moving south.The following may not the answer to the exam question but I believe the council should
consider this issue of cycling more deeply and honestly.As a Scandinavian, I am used to cycling in traffic.
I follow the rules of the road that apply to all motorists; I do not cycle on pavements nor do I cycle across
pedestrian crossings (I dismount, become a pedestrian, cross and re-mount my bicycle and continue by
road).  And I never cycle alongside the left side of any vehicle, if I can avoid it, nor do I sit on the inside of
any vehicle at a stop light, regardless of which way said vehicle is turning.  To be there is to be risking
injury.There is a fallacy, predominant here in the UK, about cycling in Scandinavia - that we have
separate cycle highways with our own traffic lights, stop signs, crossings and so on.  This is only true on
large avenues and boulevards.  Once we turn off those roads, we are part of the traffic and behave
accordingly.  We have no need of lycra, super-bicycles, twinkling lights and cameras on helmets as we
pedal along because we do not see motor-driven traffic as the enemy nor do we see ourselves as
potential victims. We are used to being part of the traffic, tend to respect the rules of the road, have
proper lights both front and back that are there to light the road for us in the dark so that we can see
where we are going and so that we are seen by others to ensure the safety of all road users.  In short,
we respect all road users and are aware that this is doubly important for us because, as cyclists, we
know we are the most vulnerable of the road users.This is not rocket science.  It is difficult to understand
why many cyclists here refuse to understand that they are not exempt from responsible behaviour on the
roads and insist on being treated as a special case. The council should help them to understand the
realities of their situation, not support them in their sense of entitlement. Motorists and pedestrians would
respect rather than resent them.In addition, cyclists should (by law) have insurance to cover them and
others in case of an accident and their bicycles should be MOT'd to ensure they are road worthy. There
are, of course, many cyclists who do their best in traffic and many motorists who refuse to acknowledge
the right of the cyclist to be there.  This is an education issue.  Should councils continue to favour cyclists
at the expense of motorists, however, this resentment will not go away and the risk level will remain
where it is now.I suggest the council deal with the root cause before wasting any money on re-arranging
the deck chairs.



Over the 40 years that I have lived in Lyndhurst Way there has been a constant effort to reduce and calm
traffic in this road. Several of the current proposals directly contradict this, as well as dis-benefitting
residents in other ways.

The proposal to close Bellenden Road south of Highshore Road throws that traffic onto Lyndhurst Way.

The removal of four parking spaces in Lyndhurst Way is of direct dis-benefit to the residents in the
houses thereabouts. Resident parking on Lyndhurst Way is already overfull at night so that often cars
park on the single yellow line on the west side of the road after 6.30 p.m., causing obstruction to traffic
and danger to cyclists and pedestrians. Removal of parking spaces can only exacerbate this problem.

Similarly, removal of ten parking spaces in Highshore Road can only transfer additional cars to the yellow
lines in Lyndhurst Way. Further, removal of single yellow line evening parking from the west end of Holly
Grove means that people who park there to use the Ganapati restaurant will also now have to park in
Lyndhurst Way.

Lyndhurst Way is going to become a nighttime car park, and the people who will suffer are the residents.

The arrangement for Bellenden Road north of Blenheim Grove to become the 'cycle spine' is flawed on
basic safety grounds. Cyclists travelling that way northwards would necessarily have to cut across
through-traffic as they join Lyndhurst' Way from Highshore Road. Cyclist heading south would similarly
have to cross oncoming vehicles as they turn from Highshore Road into Bellenden Road.

In reality, it is easy to see that cyclists will instead avoid these tricky turnings by simply moving with the
through-traffic route via Chadwick Road between Lyndhurst Way and Bellenden Road. This makes a
nonsense of the idea of a 'spine' up Bellenden Road.

As to pedestrians. I am a pedestrian in these streets 95% of the time. I see no meaningful improvement
from the proposals: they do nothing to address the real problems for pedestrians in this area, which are
predominantly from cyclists on the pavements and ignoring other rules of the road.

These proposals ignore the only genuine road problem in the area, that of the traffic pinch point in
Bellenden Road in front of the shops.

Please don't spend our scarce resources to make the lives of residents a little worse in this way.
WHILST THESE PROPOSALS MAY LOOK GOOD ON PAPER, THE COMBINATION OF CHANGES
TAKES NO ACCOUNT OF THE MAIN USE OF THE ROADS, NAMELY THE SHEER VOLUME OF
CARS, VANS AND LORRIES.  SEVERAL OF THE PROPOSED JUNCTIONS, PARTICULARLY
LYNDHURST WAY/CHADWICK ROAD, WILL CAUSE SERIOUS CONGESTION AND ARE
POTENTIALLY MORE HAZARDOUS THAN AT PRESENT.
TWO WAY TRAFFIC UP LYNDHURST WAY COULD INCREASE VOLUME OF TRAFFIC, NOISE
POLLUTION AND ENDANGER THE SAFETY OF PEDESTRIANS AT PEAK TIMES.
LEAVE THE ROADS AS THEY ARE, THE TRAFFIC IS DISTRIBUTED THESE NEW PROPOSALS
FUNNEL ALL THE TRAFFIC ONTO LYNDHURST WAY AND HIGHSHORE ROAD.
MORE THOUGHT NEEDS TO BE FGIVEN TO WILLIAM GRIGGS GARDENS AND PEDESTRIANS
AND CYCLE ROUTES.  NOT IN YOUR REMIT? BUT TRAFFIC/PARKING IN BELLENDEN ROAD
SHOPPING AREA NEEDS IMPROVING - WITH PARKING BOTH SIDES THE ROAD IS REDUCED TO
ONE LANE.  ALSO PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS SHOULD BE IMPROVED.  I SUPPORT THE SCHEME
An unnecessary set of proposals to change something that already works and solely for the benefit of the
currently on-trend Bellenden Road. How long will that trend last? I walk regularly in the area and have
never found any problems. If, however, the traffic  from  5 roads is funnelled into 3 I think I would have
difficulties. What is most irritating about these proposals is the cavalier disregard of the nature of the
conservation area: chopping up Griggs Garden to provide a turning point; making Highshore Road 2 way
outside the vets and which forms part of 6 listed buildings and removing much used parking bays in
Highshore and Lyndhurst Way.

I oppose absolutely all of these changes viewing them as severely detrimental to the area.
THE CHESNUT AT 29 LYNDHURST WAY, IF THIS BELONGS TO THE COUNCIL IT IS DAMAGING
THE PROPERTY - I WOULD LIKE SOMETING TO BE DONE ABOUT IT.
VERY HELPFUL EXCPLAINED EVERYTHING. (COMMENTS RECEIVED AT CONSULTATION



MEETING ON 9 JANUARY 2016)
AM VERY CONCERNED THAN AN ALREADY BUSY CONGESTED ROAD, CHADWICK WILL
BEFOMRE MORE SO. IT APPEARS NO TRAFFIC SURVEY HAS BEEN CONDUCTED ON
CHADWICK ROAD.  WHEN I WROTE TO THE COUNCIL EXCPRESSING MY CONCERN WITH THE
SPEAD AT WHICH CARS RACE DOWN CHADWICK ROAD I WAS TOLD NOTHING WILL HAPPEN
UNTIL THERE IS AN ACCIDENT DUE TO CUTS IN BUDGET. NOW YOU ARE PROPOSING TO
SPEND SIGNIFICANT FUNDS TO CHANGE TRAFFIC FLOW - YET YOU HAVE NOT CONDUCTED A
PROPER SURVEY ON ONE OF THE MAIN ROADS FOR TRAFFIC FLOW.  THIS IS A SERIOUSLY
FUNDAMENTAL FLAW IN YOUR PROPOSAL ESPECIALLY AS YOU CONDUCTED SURVEYS ON
ALL OTHER ROADS!  CAN YOU PLEASE ENLIGHTEN ME AS TO WHAT STEPS WILL BE TAKEN TO
SAFEGUARD THE CHILDREN WHO LIVE ON CHADWICK ROAD WHO SUFFER FROM THE
POLLUTION OF THE CARDS, THE NOISE OF SPEEDING VEHICLES AND ARE AT RISK OF
ACCIDENT DUE TO THE LACK OF MEASURES TO SLOW TRAFFIC.   (COMMENTS RECEIVED AT
CONSULTATION MEETING ON 9 JANUARY 2016)
THE MONEY THIS COSTS SHOULD BE DIVERTED TO THE SOCIAL CARE BUDGET.  SEPARATING
CYCLISTS ENCOURAGES SELFISH BEHAVIOUR AND HIGH SPEEDS.  CYCLISTS, PEDESTRIANS
AND CAR DRIVERS NEED TO WORK TOGETHER.  SAFER CYCLING DOES NOT HELP
PEDESTRIANS TRYING TO CROSS THE ROADS.  THE REMOVAL OF 14 PARKING SPACES FOR
LOCAL RESIDENTS IS VERY SIGNIFICANT, AT THE VERY EAST MORE COULD BE PUT IN
BLENHEIM GROVE.  LOCAL RESIDENTS DON'T SEEM TO WANT THIS SCHEME - WHO WHO IS IT
FOR THE BENEFIT OF?  (COMMENTS RECEIVED AT CONSULTATION MEETING ON 9 JANUARY
2016)
WHY DO THIS, IF (WHEN) THE COUNCIL IS HAVING TO MAKE CUTS.  THIS IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT POINT.  IF IT IS DONE, BELLENDEN ROAD BETWEEN HOLLY GROVE AND
HIGHSHORE ROAD SHOULD BE A LEVEL SURFACE, IE NO PAVEMENT, THIS WILL SLOW DOWN
CYCLISTS AS THEY WILL HAVE TO SHARE AND WILL ALSO ALLOW PARKING SPACES TO BE
RETAINED IN THIS PART OF BELLENDEN ROAD.  THE BUS STOP IN CHADWICK ROAD BETWEEN
BELLENDEN ROAD AND LYNDHURST WAY IS IN A VERY CONVENIENT POSITION.  WHY
SEPARATE CYCLISTS FOR THIS SMALL STRETCH - AT THE MOMENT MANY CYCLISTS TRAVEL
AGAINST THE TRAFFIC NORTHWARDS ALONG BELLENDEN ROAD ANYWAY.  (COMMENTS
RECEIVED AT CONSULTATION MEETING ON 9 JANUARY 2016)
VERY HAPPY TO SEE THIS 2 WAY SCHEME REAPPEAR - IT IS THE ONLY WAY TO SLOW DOWN
THIS DANGEROUS TRAFFIC SET UP. (COMMENTS RECEIVED AT CONSULTATION MEETING ON
9 JANUARY 2016)
GREAT CONCEPT, LOVE THE CONNECTION BETWEEN WARWICK GDNS AND HOLLY GROVE
PARK. ALSO MY KIDS AND THE LOCAL SCHOOL USE THIS ROAD EVERYDAY AND MUST SAFER
- PLEASE DO IT. (COMMENTS RECEIVED AT CONSULTATION MEETING ON 9 JANUARY 2016)
I AM CONCERNED ABOUT THE LOCATION OF THE TURNING BAY IN WILLIAM GRIGGS PARK - IT
IS VERY CLOSE TO THE HOUSES AND WILL ALSO INTERFERE WITH THE LARGER TREES AT
THAT SECTION OF THE PARK.  CAN IT NOT BE MOVED LOWER DOWN THE ROAD TOWARDS
HIGHSHORE ROAD SO IT SAVES THE TREES AND IS NOT SO CLOSE TO THE HOUSES.
(COMMENTS RECEIVED AT CONSULTATION MEETING ON 9 JANUARY 2016)
THIS IS CREATING DANGEROUS JUNCTIONS ON CHADWICK ROAD, NOT ENOUGH SPACE FOR
2 WAY VEHICLES. DANGEROUS FOR PEDESTRIANS. (COMMENTS RECEIVED AT
CONSULTATION MEETING ON 9 JANUARY 2016)
RELOCATION OF P13 BUS STOP ON CHADWICK ROAD - IF YOU ARE REMOVING PRESENT
STOP WHERE WILL IT GO TO? I USE THIS STOP A LOT FOR SHOPPING? (COMMENTS
RECEIVED AT CONSULTATION MEETING ON 9 JANUARY 2016)



1) THIS PROPOSAL WILL SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE THE TRAFFIC ALONG LYNDHURST WAY
WHICH IS CURRENTLY QUITE LIGHT.  IT WILL BECOME LIKE PECKHAM ROAD.  THIS CANNOT
IMPROVE THINGS FOR CYCLISTS WHO CAN CURRENTLY QUITE SAFELY CYCLE AROUND THE
CURRENT ONE WAY SYSTEM.  THERE HAVE BEEN ZERO ACCIDENTS IN THE TIME WE HAVE
LIVED HERE - 7 YRS - 2) THERE ARE ALSO NO PROBLEMS WITH THE PAVEMENTS - WALKING
RESIDENTS CAN WALK QUITE SAFELY ALREADY AND THERE ARE CROSSINGS,.  THE ONE WAY
IS USEFUL AS WE KNOW WHERE THE TRAFFIC IS COMING FROM!  THIS IS A VERY BADLY
THOUGHT OUT PLAN WHICH WILL BE EXPENSIVE FOR NO BENEFIT.  3) ADDITIONALLY THE
NOTICE FOR THIS CONSULTATION WAS INADEQUATE - WE RECEIVED A LETTER ON TUESDAY
FOR THE CONSULTATION THAT SATURDAY, THE WEEKEND BEFORE CHRISTMAS, HOW MANY
PEOPLE WILL BE AWAY?  MY HUSBAND ALSO RUNS A BUSINESS FROM OUR ADDRESS AND HE
HAS HAD NO COMMUNCATION.  HAVE YOU CONSULTED THE BUSINESSES?  WHAT ABOUT THE
BUSINESSES ON BELLENDEN ROAD? YOU QUOTE THEY WILL BENEFIT BUT AS THEY ARE
OUTSIDE OF THE ACTUAL ROADS TO BE CHANGED HAVE THEY BEEN INCLUDED IN THE
NOTIFICATIN AND IN THIS CONSULTATION PROCESS?  CHADWICK ROAD RESIDENTS WILL
ALSO BE AFFECTED BY INCREASED TRAFFIC, HAVE THEY BEEN INCLUDED.  4) THIS
SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN TRAFFIC WILL INCREASE POLLUTION INCLUDING WHERE I LIVE
CONCENTRATING IT IN SPECIFIC AREAS. 5)  CYCLISTS WILL NOT FOLLOW YOUR SPECIAL
ROUTE THEY WILL JUST GO WHERE THEY FANCY!  YOU CANNOT CONTROL WHERE THEY GO!
6) THE CLOSURE/CYCLING ONLY POINTS WILL JUST BECOME DUMPING GROUNDS/ANTI
SOCIAL AREAS,  DREADFUL FOR RESIDENTS WHO LIVE THERE. 7) WHERE DO YOU PROPOSE
THE CARS THAT CURRENTLY PARK ON HOLLY GROVE PARK - SAME FOR HIGHSHORE ROAD??
8) PEDESTRIAN CROSSING - IF YOU WANT TO REPLACE THE REFUGE CROSSINGS WITH
ZEBRA CROSSINGS FEEL FREE.  THERE IS NO NEED TO CHANGE ANYTHING ELSE.  9)
PROPOSAL - RATHER THAN TRYING TO REINVENT THE WHOLE ROAD SYSTEM IN THEORY IN
THIS AREA, WHY NOT CONSULT THE RESIDENTS/BUSINESSES ON WHAT IS ACTUALLY
NEEDED AND THEIR IDEAS ON WHAT COULD USUEFULLY RESOLVE THESE PROBLEMS
IDENTIFIED BY THOSE USERS.  THEN USE THESE AS THE BASIS OF ANY PROPOSALS. IT MAY
BE THAT ALL THAT IS NEEDED ARE SOME DIFFERENT CROSSING POINTS.  I HAVE BEEN
SITTING IN THIS CONSULTATION DISPLAY NOW FOR 30 MINUTES, THERE ARE 12 PEOPLE
GIVING THEIR VIEWS AND NOT ONE SUPPORTING STATEMENT HAD BEEN MADE.  ALL ARE
INCENSED YOU ARE TRYING TO SOLVE A PROBLEM THAT DOES NOT EXIST AND YOU WILL
CREATE MULTIPLE PROBLEMS IF YOU IMPLEMENT THESE PROPOSALS. (COMMENTS
RECEIVED AT CONSULTATION MEETING ON 9 JANUARY 2016)
i live on the lyndhurst way, at number 25. i have 3 small children and we find the road incredibly busy
even now. Won't there now be a huge increase in traffic flow on Lyndhurst way? this doesn't seem to be
addressed anywhere in the plans - which is very worrying. I strongly oppose the increase in traffic.
1.I object to the increased traffic flow, noise and pollution on Lyndhurst Way where I live. Currently there
is heavy traffic during the morning rush hour but not in the evening.

2.The plans give me no safe access up Chadwick Rd,going west,as a pedestrian.I use this route to walk
to work and the plans appear to leave my part of Lyndhurst Way as a much busier road,much more
dangerous for me to get across.

3. I am concerned about the likely increased danger of mugging and antisocial behaviour posed by the
closure of Holly Grove to traffic.A family member was a victim of mugging in Holly Grove and the incident
came to an end when a passing motorist returned to assist.

4.The proposed changes to P13 bus route will give me a longer walk to catch the bus.When I have
suffered from mobility problems in the past,I have relied on this route when i am unable to walk more
than 100metres.



The plans look great. As a pedestrian with small children in pushchairs, scooters, push bikes the area in
question is current a nightmare. Cars drive too fast, there's no real effective traffic calming, in fact the
straight lines of Lyndhurst way and Bellenden with ineffective road humps make it a virtual race track at
times.

The pavements are too narrow and at points this becomes not just inconvenient but dangerous,
particularly at night. I think the pavements at Point 8 on Layout Plan 1 and also at Point 10 on Layout
Plan 2 are particularly narrow considering the width of the road. There is also a tree which makes
pavement access very difficult at the most southerly point of Lyndhurst way.

Additional priority to cyclists is also a really good thing.

IT SEEMS THAT THE COUNCIL'S PREVIOUS FORM WITH THIS POLICY THAT HAS CAUSED A
NUMBER OF EXISTING ROBLEMS, NAMELY DANGEROUS SPEEDS AND VOLUME OF TRAFFIC
ALONG BELLENDEN RD AND THE CONSIDERABLE EXISTING CONGESTION.  THE FACT THAT
SO FEW ROUTES REMAIN OPEN FOR TRANSITORY TRAFFIC MEANS THAT DRIVERS HAVE NO
CHOICE BUT TO USE THESE ALREADY CONGESTED ROUTES.  THIS POLICY ALSO SEEMS TO
BE THE CAUSE OF OTHER PROBLEMATIC MORNING CONGESTION IN THE SURROUNDING
AREAS; ADYS RD FOR EXAMPLE IS THE ONLY WAY OF REACHING DULWICH FROM PECKHAM
IF ONE WANTS TO AVOID THE LARGER RING ROUTES AND ENDLESS TRAFFIC LIGHTS.
LORRIES, BUSES AND LARGE TRUCKS REGULARLY CAUSE TRAFFIC JAMES IN THE MORNING
WITH PERILOUS CONSEQUENCES, PREVENTING OTHER DRIVERS, CYCLISTS AND
PEDESTRIANS FROM SAFELY NEGOTIATING JUNCTIONS AND CROSSINGS.  I INVITE
COUNCILLORS TO ACCOMPANY ME TO MY SON'S SCHOOL IN THE MORNING TO WITNESS
FIRST HAND THE RESULT OF WHAT I FEEL IS A DANGEROUSLY MYOPIC POLICY.  THE
INTENTION OF SUPPLYING A GREEN ROUTE FOR CYCLING IS POSITIVE AND I SUPORT IT, BUT
IT SEEMS PERFECTLY OBVIOUS THAT THE FOCUS ON THIS IS A DELIBERATE TACTIC TO
DISTRACT RESIDENTS AND BUSINESS OWNERS FROM THE MAIN INTENTION BEHIND THIS
PLAN TO DOUBLE THE NUMBER OF CARS PASSING ALONG LYNDHURST WAY AND INTRODUCE
WHAT I BELIEVE WILL BE A DANGEROUS JUNCTION AT THE CORNER OF CHADWICK RD AND
LYNDHURST WAY.  NO EXTRA SAFE CROSSINGS HAVE BEEN INCLUDED IN THE PLAN, MAKING
LYNDHURST WAY UNCROSSABLE BETWEEN CHADWICK ROAD AND HOLLY GROVE DURING
RUSH HOUR.  THERE ARE PLENTY OF ELEGANT SOLUTIONS THAT WOULD ACCOMMODATE A
GREEN CYCLING ROUTE, AND THE PALTRY ADDITIONAL LENGTH OF ROUTE THIS PLAN
AFFORDS COMES AT CONSIDERABLE COST.  PLEASE SEE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON THE
LETTER SENT.
Please see corresponding letter of objection.
Please additionally see emailed letter of objection.



I am a long-term local resident regular user of these roads primarily on my bike (daily) but also on foot
(walking and running) and driving.  No changes are required.  Traffic flows freely, not too quickly.  There
is an exemplary balance between all users of this space.  Because there is a clear and shared
understanding of traffic flows, it remains a simple place to cycle through.I do not agree with the premise
of the consultation that the current one-way gyratory system is somehow unsustainable.  Where is the
evidence that this system is putting off cyclists? Where are the accident statistics?  I have been cycling
this route for 10 years and the only incident I can recall is the stabbing of that poor woman in
2008.Looking through the proposals, I cannot deduce what objective they might even come close to
achieving.  They are not even successful on their own stated terms.  I have recently seen similar
implementation of botched and tendentious consultation at the end of Townley Road, which has resulted
in a junction that is rightly ridiculed by all who use it or visit.The major problem in the Bellenden Rd area
is the congestion around the shops on Bellenden Road, which is often caused by commercial vehicles
including buses.  Moving the parking to being on just one side of the road here would have a big benefit.
There is another problem on Adys Road, which is used by overly-large vehicles, just by a primary
school.Please do not replace the zebra crossing on Bellenden Road with traffic lights: in general zebra
crossings are a more effective way for pedestrians to cross the road without unduly waiting.  They are
also a more efficient use of limited road space than lights, which invariably stop traffic even when no-one
is crossing.  By all means introduce another zebra crossing at Holly Grove / Bellenden Road.This whole
project reminds me of the god-awful mess that Lambeth made of Loughborough Junction, which resulted
in interventions from their local MP and councillors to try to re-introduce some sanity.  As a cyclist, I say
to you, please stop this stupid 'spine' project which is antagonising local residents throughout the
borough and actively increasing hostility towards cyclists.Finally, please don't cite "58%" support of some
vague proposals as being "general support for two-way operation".  Firstly, 58 / 42 is not exactly
resounding given the sample size of 120.  Secondly, given most people (52%) did not support the
closure of Bellenden Road, why is this "general support" being ignored?  This consultation is another
example of Southwark's "Pick & Mix" approach to incorporating the opinions of some of its residents.
Thirdly, supporting opening up Bellenden Road, Holly Grove etc, is actually expressing a view for less
intervention in traffic flows rather than more.  It should not be incorporated as supporting a proposal that
drastically reduces access for residents in this area.
These crossings and junctions in this area are currently dangerous and unpleasant for pedestrians and
cyclists. These proposals would greatly improve safety and enjoyment of walking and cycling. Extra
lighting under the railway bridge would also improve security at night. An enforced slower speed limit
would also be beneficial + a restriction on number of parking permits allocated for the area if residential
parking spaces are to be lost, or convert pay and display spaces to residential spaces.
There should be a fully segregated cycle path (there is space enough) on Lyndhurst Way to allow pupils
to cycle to Harris School.

Related to that, a safer way to cross Peckham Road between Kelly Avenue and Lyndhurst Way must be
introduced.
(PLEASE SEE TWO PAGE LETTER RECEIVED, PART OF WHICH FOLOWS).  WE WOULD LIKE TO
OBJECT IN THE STRONGEST POSSIBLE TERMS TO THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS.
THROUGHOUT THE SLICK CONSULTATION DOCUMENT THAT HAS BEEN CIRCULATED IT
APPEARS THE SHORT SIGHTEDNESS OF THIS ENTIRE PROJECT IS QUITE EVIDENT WITH THE
BENEFITS TO BELLENDEN ROAD AT ODDS TO POTENTIAL DANGERS AND MISERY TO THE
SURROUNDING COMMUNITY AS A WHOLE.
FULL COMMENTS ON LETTER. I AM WRITING TO VOICE MY STRONG OBJECTION TO THE
PROPOSED CYCLING AND WALKING IMPROVEMENTS IN THE BELLENDEN RD, LYNDURST WAY
AND HOLLY GROVE AREA.  I WRITE AS A CYCLING AND DRIVING RESIDENT OF ALMOST 25
YEARS.



I AM WRITING AS A RESIDENT, MOSTLY A PEDESTRIAN, ONLY OCCASIONALLY A MOTORIST.  I
WAS ONE OF THE GROUP THAT WENT WALKABOUT IN MARCH15 WHEN, I REGRET TO SAY, I
HAD NO IDEA THAT THE FOCUS OF OUR CONCERN WAS ONLY WITH ISSUES AFFECTING
PEDESTRIANS AND CYCLISTS.  HAVING NOW RECEIVED THE ATTACHED QUESTIONNAIRE I AM
APPLALED BY THE PROPOSALS.  SLEDGEHAMMER AND NUT COME TO MIND.  I DO
UNDERSTAND THAT PROVISION FOR PEDESTRIANS, PARTICULARLY IN THE SECTION OF
BELLENDEN ROAD, BETWEEN HIGHSHORE AND HOLLY GROVE, AND CROSSING INTO
WARWICK GDNS, ESPECIALLY FOR MOTHERS WITH CHILDREN, IS LESS THAN IDEAL. ALSO,
THAT CYCLISTS WOULD PREFER TO BE FREE TO RIDE SOUTH ALONG THAT SAME SECTION
OF BELLENDEN RD, WHICH MANY OF THEM ALREADY DO ILLEGALLY BUT WITH IMPUNITY.
NEVERTHELESS, I REGARD THE PROPOSED REMEDIAL PROPOSALS AS EXTREME AND
DISPROPORTIONATE, PARTICULARLY IN RESPECT OF THE WESTERN SECTION OF
HIGHSHORE RD(FORMERLY IMAGE RD) WITH ITS HISTORIC LISTED HOUSES.  HERE THE
ROAD, CONVERTED TO TWO-WAY TRAFFIC, WOULD BE TRANSFORMED INTO A HEAVILY-USED
THOROUGHFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY A LOSS OF PARKING SPACE ON THE NORTH SIDE WHICH
WOULD INEVITABLY PUT PRESSURE ON PARKING ON THE SOUTH SIDE, DIFFICULT
ESPECIALLY FOR VISITORS AND FOR PEOPLE SEEKING THE SERVICES OF THE VETERINARY
SURGEON AT NO. 35.  MY FEELING,. PUT SIMPLY, IS THAT THE PRESENT ARRANGEMENTS ARE
NOT THAT BAD; NOT BAD ENOUGH TO JUSTIFY THE EXTENSIVE AND EXPENSIVE MEASURES
PROPOSED.  HAVING INSTIGATED THE RENAMING OF GRIGGS GARDENS I AM UNHAPPY THAT
IT SHOULD BE MESSED WITH.  ALSO THE WESTERN SECTION OF HOLLY GROVE SHOULD BE
CLOSED TO VEHICULAR TRAFFIC.  ON THE CONTRARY I WOULD URGE THE PROVISION OF
PARKING ON ITS NORTH SIDE FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF CLIENTS OF GANAPATI, RECENTLY
NAMED BY THE GUARDIAN AS ONE OF THE TOP 50 RESTAURANTS IN THE UK.  WOULD IT NOT
SUFFICE TO PERIT TWO WAY CYCLING IN BELLENDEN RD, RETAINING ONE-WAY TRAVEL FOR
VEHICLES, BUT WITH A SPEED LIMIT OF SAY 10MPH?
HOLLY GROVE IS VERY BUSY WITH BOTH SHOPPERS AND COMMUTERS.  I DON'T BELIEVE
ANY SERIOUS THOUGHT HAS GONE INTO THE EFFECTS OF THIS SCHEME ON TRAFFIC
VOLUME IN HOLLY GROVE.  I AM BOTH A MOTORIST AND KEEN CYCLIST.
THE P13 IS A CONSTANT CAUSE OF TRAFFIC BLOCKAGE ON BLENHEIM GROVE AND SHOULD
BE RE ROUTED TO RYE LANE.
It would be far better if more attention was payed to illegal parking, especially by the shops in Bellenden
road. There should also be enforcement of cyclists flouting the Highway Code. This includes, cycling the
wrong way along roads and cycling on the pavement.
This is a very bad plan for the area and will only cause more traffic to disrupt a reasonably quiet set of
streets which currently are adequate for traffic. Pavements could be widened and traffic calming measure
put in to slow traffic but this plan does not benefit the local area at all and only a handful of through
passing cyclist. The facts which are used to support this plan come from a previous plan which was
rejected by the community. No extensive canvasing of the locals has taken place and none of the
business have been asked.
I am in favour of the replacement of one-way system with two-way system, however I am very concerned
that the proposed closure of Holly Grove by Lyndhurst Way and the proposed no through access on
Bellenden Road will drive all traffic up Lyndhurst Way.  I do not consider that routing all traffic one way
rather than allowing it to disperse along different routes is desirable - it will be very detrimental to
Lyndhurst Way and create a very busy road in what is a residential area.  It will also make traffic take
longer journeys which will increase pollution.  I would have hoped that the scheme would have returned
all roads to 2-way, slowing the traffic and making road users behave as if they are driving on a normal
residential road rather than creating super-highways.I am also against altering the William Griggs garden
to create a turning space - this would alter the character of the garden greatly and would make it a much
less pleasant amenity.These serious concerns mean that I am deeply opposed to the scheme, if it were
not for the points I have raised I would be in favour of it.
The road closures are likely to increase traffic in Lyndhurst Way. This will become a less pleasant
residential road by concentrating the traffic here.  Better to allow the traffic to be spread more evenly
about a number of residential streets, as at present, with a clear disincentive to through traffic.

The William Griggs garden will be spoilt by the turnaround facility.



I find this proposal very worrying, it is very far reaching & the ramifications for residents & the thousands
who travel through this area every day, on foot, cycle or car are enormous. A strategy to improve cycling
& walking in the area could be achieved through very small tweaks to the existing system. My objections
are based on the following points:

Two-way traffic on the Chadwick Road end of Lyndhurst Way will make the two junctions
Bellenden/Chadwick & Chadwick/Lyndhurst dangerous & congested. There is not sufficient room for two
lanes of traffic to turn at both corners. It will lead to accidents & cut across the cycle path you aim to
create. Huge lorries currently go down Lyndhurst Way they will not be able to negotiate these corners
with another lane of traffic. The gyratory was set up at this section in order to address this problem. The
proposals will therefore not "Improve safety at junctions for all road users". The impact of the proposed
change on these junctions is not made clear from the brochure sent to residents.

Traffic will be backed up as it tries to enter Bellenden Road from Chadwick Road west side. Causing
even more congestion on Bellenden Road by the shops. It will create added pollution for residents living
there.

How are pedestrians expected to cross the proposed two-way section of Chadwick Road or cross
Lyndhurst Way? The proposals will not ‘Improve conditions for walking and access to green spaces’ for
people here. But will be detrimental to their amenity, safety & sense of community.

Cyclists would be re-directed down Bellenden Rd travelling northwards onto Lyndhurst Way via Holly
Grove or Highshore Road & would have to stop & wait rather than going with the flow of traffic as
currently. It will interrupt their route & be more dangerous for them joining Lyndhurst Way against traffic
flowing in two directions. Why not create a cycle lane on Lyndhurst Way?

Bellenden Road/Lyndhurst Way is a major north/south London rat-run, the volume of traffic it is forced to
take is extortionate. Southwark needs to address this. These proposals do not ‘promote Bellenden as the
quieter route for cycling and walking’, they only do so for a small stretch of Bellenden Road to the
detriment of cycling & walking in other parts.

It makes sense to evenly distribute the traffic through the current one way system, it is not acceptable to
divert it all down one street. It would be detrimental to block off Holly Grove which is a wide street at this
part & already has sufficient pavement access to Warwick Gardens. It just needs an additional
pedestrian crossing with Bellenden Road.

The proposal removes an important & much needed stop for the P13 bus route.

Please leave the William Griggs Garden as it is, & the surrounding area.

 I believe the consultation brochure is misleading as it states as it’s first point under Main Changes “Two-
way operation on Lyndhurst Way, Holly Grove, Bellenden Road and Chadwick Road to maintain local
access”. However, it says at point 4 that Holly Grove is to be closed for through traffic. Space for turning
or parking does not constitute ‘two-way operation’, & as the implications of closing Holly Grove are a
major focus of the proposal it's vital this point is not misleading.

Unnecessary disruption & expense for minimal outcome. Please channel this into improved pedestrian
crossings, improved road surfaces for cyclists, embedded cycle lanes & fostering alternative routes to
this rat-run.The one-way system was created for very obvious reasons & safety issues. It works
harmoniously with the community, don't impose a strategy on it which would damage that community.

I live on Bellenden Road. The proposed footway widening and double yellow lines will impact on the
access I have to my house. It's a very big change and I would not be happy living in a house with double
yellow lines outside and the pavement widening will change the reasons I wanted to buy house. I have
lived here for 18 years and love it as it is.
A better cycling route along Bellenden Road would significantly increase the safely and convenience of
cycling around Peckham and East Dulwich; I strongly support these proposals on that basis.



Mark & Nicola Pearson87 Lyndhurst WayLondon SE15 4PTLondon Borough of SouthwarkEnvironment
& Leisure DepartmentPublic Realm Projects (Bellenden Road)160 Tooley StreetLondonSE1 5LXBy
email and by hand 14th January 2016Dear SirsResponse to Public Consultation re Cycling & Walking
ImprovementsWe have lived on Lyndhurst Way for 24 years – our household does not own a car and we
are very pro cycling & walking, but we completely disagree with the proposed changes for the reasons
set out below. We have considered these in great detail and attended two of the consultation
meetings.Before we set out our objections, we want to comment on the misleading information in the
Public Consultation document:1. The statistics used in the ‘Summary of results from previous
consultation’ are fundamentally flawed – they were not accepted at the previous meeting yet they have
been reproduced again. 2. ‘How have the stakeholders been engaged’ March 2015 – who were the ‘local
stakeholder groups?’ We had no knowledge of this.3. It fails to mention ANY potential problems – both
your representatives at the consultation meetings accepted that there would be an increase in traffic on
Lyndhurst Way – this should have been mentioned in the document.We are completely opposed to the
removal of the one-way systemsWhy:DANGER – Because of the huge increase in traffic in Lyndhurst
Way (see below) this will actually make the roads much more dangerous for pedestrians on Lyndhurst
Way, Bellenden Road and Chadwick Road. One of your representatives told us that they had yet to
consult the emergency services with these proposals – at the moment fire engines can get around the
one-way system in Lyndhurst Way & Bellenden Road – this will be compromised with proposed
changes.HUGE INCREASE IN TRAFFIC – Why was the one-way system initially put in place?
Presumably because two-way traffic was dangerous, now over two decades later the volume of traffic in
the area has vastly increased, it is crazy to change it back. Have the planners taken into account the
opening of a new school in Bellenden Road and a block of 60 flats at the end of Highshore Road? There
was no understanding from your representatives about WHY Lyndhurst Way would become the main
route to Dulwich and further into South London – vehicles will not turn right up Chadwick Road to go via
Camberwell Grove because of the narrowing of the road at the bridge. At the consultation
representatives from Southwark admitted that they had not walked around the area, therefore they have
not seen how, whilst in theory the top of Lyndhurst Way may look wide enough for two –way traffic, in
practice there will be constant blockages in the road.POLLUTION – The increase in traffic, especially at
rush hour will lead to major jams on Lyndhurst Way and impacting on the Bellenden Road as well. Levels
of noise and air pollution will go sky high – this has not been taken into account. There is no need for
pedestrian access at Holly Grove or Bellenden RoadWhy:We do not accept that the current gyratory
system at Holly Grove and that end of Bellenden Road is a barrier to pedestrians. Our family have been
walking perfectly safely around these streets for nearly a quarter of a century. This view is shared by
many of my neighbours. The issue of pedestrian safety at Chadwick Road/Bellenden Road and
Chadwick Road/Lyndhurst Way needs to be addressed but the proposed two –way system will make it
worse as mentioned above. How about some more zebra crossings?   CyclingMark and some of our
neighbours have been cycling around the area for years. They obey the rules of the road and cycle
safely. The proposed route takes the cyclist back on to Lyndhurst Way, then cyclists want to turn left or
right on to the Peckham Road. What is needed is greater safety measures for cyclists ON THE MAIN
ROADS.Reconfiguration of William Griggs GardenThis is a conservation area – the proposals will
destroy two mature trees and many bedding plants. This garden is perfectly adequate as it is. The
‘turnaround facility’ is not fit for purpose.Modification to Highshore Road etcLorries need access to the
end of Highshore Road to make deliveries to shops on Rye Lane. The proposed reconfiguration means
that large vehicles will have to employ a five-point turn to get around the narrowed road.In conclusion,
the proposals will damage our sense of community; vastly decrease our quality of life for negligible
benefit. We urge you to reject the 'improvements'.Yours faithfullyNicola PearsonMark PearsonCc Nick
Dolezal     Jasmine Ali     Jamille Mohammed     Harriet Harman MP
THE PROPOSAL TO REMOVE 10 PARKING SPACES ON THE NORTH SIDE OF HIGHSHORE RD
WILL CREATE CONSIDERABLE PARKING DIFFICULTIES.  I HAVE CALCULATED THAT ON
AVERAGE OVER THE LAST 4 WEEKS, THERE ARE 11-13 VEHICLES THAT ARE PARKED IN THE
PRESENT BAYS FOR MOST OF EACH DAY, CERTAINLY MONDAY TO FRIDAY.  IF THE BAYS ON
THE NORTH SIDE DISAPPEAR, NOT ONLY WILL THERE NOT BE ENOUGH PARKING FOR
RESIDENTS, BUT THERE WILL BE NOWHERE FOR MY CLIENTS VISITING THE VETERINARY
SURGERY AT 35 HIGHSHORE RD TO PARK.  THIS WILL OBVIOUSLY IMPACT UPON MY
BUSINESS. IN ADDITION IT WILL BE ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE FOR VISITORS, TRADESMEN ETC TO
PARK WHEN VISITING THE PROPERTIES OF 31-41 HIGHSHORE RD AND 25-33 BELLENDEN
ROAD.  MANY OF MY CLIENTS ARE BRINHING SICK PETS TO SEE ME.  THOSE WITH DOGS MAY
ONLY BE ABLE TO WALK A SHORT DISTANCE CARRYING THEIR ANIMALS AND THUS NEED TO
BE ABLE TO PARK VERY CLOSE TO THE SURGERY.  WHILE MAKING HIGHSHORE RD 2 WAY
TRAFFIC WILL LEAD TO SOME VEHICULAR PROBLEMS FOR RESIDENTS, I CAN SEE IT IS LIKELY



TO GREATLY INCREASE THE RISK OF ACCIDENTS CAUSED POTENTIALLY TO MY CLIENTS
WHO ARE NOT AWARE OF THIS NEW TRAFFIC SYSTEM.  I CANNOT SEE THAT THIS WHOLE
SCHEME MAKES SENSE AND ANY BENEFITS TO PEDESTRIANS IS LIKELY TO BE MINIMAL.

Not really sure about the last 3 questions. I live at 28 Highshore Road. I'm generally in favour of the
plans - as a cyclist and a motorist. Majority of other cyclists cycle the wrong way down Bellenden Road
and there have been a couple of moments when there has nearly been a collision when turning by
Ganapati. My concern would be access for the old people's activity centre which often has vehicles
coming and going. How are they going to turn easily / be easy to drop off elderly people ?

Also how will the plans affect access to the Rye Lane end of Highshore Road ? Currently massive HGVs
turn at the roundabouts and then reverse down Highshore Road to make delivieries to the shops on Rye
Lane. This is already very hazardous as the majority do not have another person making sure it is safe.
The new layout will make it even more so.

I think in the general the proposed plans will make it a more pleasant place to walk and cycle around
though and i'm in favour of that!
Important to ensure good visibility and safety for traffic (motor & cycle) from Lyndhurst Grove turning right
onto Lyndhurst Way.

Cyclists travelling east on Highshore Road should be able to safely turn right into Bellenden Road i.e.
need centre reservation space if waiting for traffic heading SW from Bellenden Road north.
I am not against the idea of improving routes for cycles and pedestrians, but I have serious concerns that
this scheme will not deliver its intentions as any imagined benefits will be cancelled out by the increased
traffic hot-spots, especially in the Bellenden Road/Chadwick Rd junctions and the strip of Chadwick Road
running E-W to the south end of Lyndhurst Way. As a resident on Holly Grove, I have good visual
evidence that the number of cars using this street and those nearby for shopping and drop-offs at the
station will not decrease, but the intensity of the traffic will increase due to the introduction of 2 way
traffic. The junctions in Bellenden and Holly/Blenheim will see increased risk of accidents as cars pull out
of junctions, which will be a danger to cyclists who are not using visibility aids. The one-way system
allows traffic to flow.... in a steady pace. The number of duel use/ resident parking bays being removed
from a residential area that is becoming increasing populated by a night time economy is a concern. I am
very much AGAINST the way in which the West end of Holly Grove will be paved and planted. This will
increase noise as the area will be used as a refuge by users of the Restaurant and a dumping ground for
waste and litter. It is also a waste of road/parking etc. I would be happy for the end of Holly Grove to be
closed to traffic using a more visually sympathetic means, such the continuation of the pavement on
Lyndhurst Way. I am not keen to see a link made from Warwick Gardens to Holly Grove Shrubbery. They
are completely different public areas and as part of the ongoing protection/Conservation of the Holly
Grove Conservation area, the plans proposed do not adhere to this. I have concerns the junction at
Chadwick and Bellenden will be an accident blackspot - the roads do not even line up and there is not a
natural way to address this; at the moment the road allows cars heading from Chadwick road to join both
lanes. Increased pollution from waiting/stationary cars at three new junctions will increase congestion
and make the whole length of Bellenden Road less pleasant. There is already congestion along
Bellenden Road by the shops; these plans extend the congestion further north - this will be made worse
when the new primary school opens properly on the corner of Bellenden/Maxted Road.Cyclists travelling
up/down the newly proposed closed north end of Bellenden Road are automatically against 2-way traffic
the end junction; cycles will have to cross 2-way traffic to continue northwards - at the moment they have
a mini-roundabout to help them continue uninterrupted; this is a major flaw in the plans to remove these
mini roundabouts. Large lorries use the area for deliveries to the arches and units nearby and the
industrial estate on Chadwick Road, which exits onto Lyndhurst Way. How will these lorries get out of the
Holly Grove area? There is nowhere to move? Currently they use the one-way system to give them
space.Things not on the plan that could be done:1 Lighting under the railway bridge to improve visibility.2
Better signage to help educate cyclists to understand the road/traffic.3 Widen pavements - but keep it
one-way; much better for pedestrians and safer as only one direction of traffic is approaching.4 Zebra
crossings at Holly/Bellenden as per Lyndhurst/Holly - this is much easier and cheaper and is a clear way
to keep pedestrians safe.5. Raised junctions to help visibility.... instead of this destructive and expensive
plan.If the plan goes ahead, how will local residents be able to access the area during the works? It is
unreasonable to close the area completely in a family orientated residential area.I hope you will consider
these objections and comments, and understand the negative impact on the local area these imagined
benefits will make.



The existing junctions and crossings are unpleasant and dangerous. The proposals would improve these
and make walking and cycling in the area much more pleasant.
I have lived in Bellenden Road with my family for 20 years and have brought up my children there and
we are very happy with the existing layout. the proposed new layout which will affect us directly will
cause significant problems for us in terms of access, in terms of the ability of family members (including
those with disabilities) to be able to visit us, and in terms of the knock  on effect of such a drastic
reduction in parking spaces.
I am writing to you with regards to the proposed “improvements” to Bellenden Road – Holly Grove and
Lyndhurst Way. As a resident of Lyndhurst Way for nearly seventeen years, a cyclist (commuting daily),
pedestrian, car user and soon to be father. I find myself angered, hugely disappointed, confused and
worried by the proposals for our local area. My concerns: This is the third proposal in recent years (17) to
change the one-way system into two-way. Each previous scheme has been rejected by the community.
Did the council forget? Again and again!?How much public money has been spent/wasted on these
consultations? Note: Worryingly the council team at the drop in sessions had not even walked the area to
be changed and were from North London! The proposal highlights some statistics which are not validated
by any visible research data and can only be described, at best, as misleading based on our community
reaction (100% against). Changing Lyndhurst Way into a two-way street would mean increased traffic,
congestion, pollution (air and noise), risk to residents and result in dividing our close-knit community.The
speed of traffic heading South would also increase as the whole of Lyndhurst Way would become two-
way.The proposed T-junction at Lyndhurst Way and Chadwick Road will not allow large lorries to turn
into Lyndhurst Way safely without hitting on-coming traffic and is therefore dangerous. This could also
cause considerable congestion in both directs. See attached Pdf 160112 Lyndhurst Way junction. More
residents will be affected by the changes to Lyndhurst Way as there are homes on both sides of the
street whereas the same area on Bellenden Road will only affect one side. The other side being  mainly
commercial premises. The ability of the fire brigade to reach parts of Highshore Road, Elm Grove and
Bellenden road would be drastically reduced. Endangering the residents. Note: The council had not
consulted with the Fire Brigade before making this proposal. This was highlighted at the drop in session.
Waste collection would also result in congestion and put the collectors at risk. As a cyclist commuting
daily to work the proposals make no sense. Has there been a study of the traffic? Again, no evidence!In
the morning the majority of cyclist cycle North up Lyndhurst Way and turn left onto the Camberwell Road.
The proposed scheme would force these cyclists down Bellenden Road then back onto Lyndhurst Way
at a T-junction on Highshore Road. Interrupting their journey and increasing risk to the cyclist as they
would have to rejoin a two-way street. Please look at the report from the London Cycling Campaign on
“Quietways: they aren’t working”http://lcc.org.uk/articles/quietways-they-arent-working The current one-
way system shares the traffic between Lyndhurst Way and Bellenden Road and is the fairest solution.
What the community wants is to reduce traffic volume, reduce noise/air pollution and speed to avoid
incidence such as the attached photographs. The speed of the van wrote four cars off! Reducing road
width/widening pavements would be a logical route to help reduce speed and could also incorporate a
cycle lane.Widening the pavements would also be a good opportunity to put the infrastructure into the
streets for the possibility of the electrical charging of vehicles in the future. Similar to the installation of
fiber optic cables. As a pedestrian, crossings at Lyndhurst Way /Chadwick Road/ Bellenden Road would
make a huge difference. I kindly ask you to reject this scheme as it doesn't benefit our community in any
way. - HARD COPY TOGETHER WITH PHOTOS IN FILE
No 60 Bellenden Rd's Main Objections to: Proposed reconfiguration of the William Griggs Garden to
provide turnaround facility for Bellenden Road.

- Security concerns - Ideal for drug users & suppliers

- Policing of turnaround, Elm Grove has a problem with people using it as a parking space (there are
usually 2-3 cars park at any time of day) Meaning service vehicles will be unable to turn around.

- Obstruction and change of view

- Noise & Disruption from turning traffic especially bin trucks x 2 per week & head lights at night in to
master bedroom.

- Dangerous blind spot when reversing from turnaround, due to curve in road

- Impeded access to driveway



- Reduction in parking outside house, due to double yellow lines

I AM CONCERNED THAT THE BELLENDEN RD SECTION BETWEEN HOLLY GR AND HIGHSHORE
RD IS TOO NARROW TO INTRODUCE 2 WAY TRAFFIC AND NEW FOOTPATHS. WITH ALL THE
CUTS TAKING PLACE, I BELIEVE THE BUDGET SHOULD BE SPENT ON MORE CRITICAL WORK
SUCH AS REPAIRING THE APPALLING STATE OF PAVEMENTS IN PECKHAM.  ARE THERE ANY
STATISTICS FOR BACK UP OF THIS PLAN
WE HAVE TICKED ALL BOXES ALTHOUGH WE THINK THE SHUTTING OFF OF DRIVING A
VEHICLE DOWN THE END OF BELLENDEN RD BY WILLIAM GRIGGS GARDEN IS NOT GOOD,  AS
THERE WILL BE NOWHERE TO DRIVE INTO PECKHAM DIRECTION.
Dear Southwark Council,I’m writing to object to the Cycling and Walking Improvements shown for Public
Consultation in December 2015.  I attended two of the meetings in 2013 and 2015 and found many
people there were also unhappy with the plans, including cyclists. Highshore Road, Bellenden Road and
William Griggs’ GardenCouncil officers at the meetings said the plans were to encourage cycling so less
people used cars.  This may be well-intentioned, however people still need some form of private
transport and with proposals for approximately 60 new flats at the corners of Highshore Road/Rye Lane
there will be many visitors, deliveries and motor vehicles required to access those dwellings - regardless
of ‘nil parking’ being allocated to the leaseholders.  Hence to take away ten existing parking bays from
Highshore Road is impractical and will reduce the amenity required by existing residents - it is currently
very difficult to park along Highshore Road, especially at weekends when shoppers come to Rye Lane.
Similarly to take away the existing parking bays along the northern part of Bellenden Road or Lyndhurst
Way makes no sense, as people will not simply sell their cars and start cycling but will be disadvantaged,
trying to find spaces to park far from their homes and causing further pollution in doing so.I do not
consider a new zebra crossing is needed at the junction of Bellenden/Highshore and it is not desirable in
a diagonal direction from the corner of a pavement - whether aesthetically or practically/safety speaking -
children are taught never to cross the road on a corner?  The extended blank, monotonous pavement
areas proposed at the north of William Griggs’ Garden and Highshore/Elm Grove junction, appear
awkward and ill-considered, in order to ‘replace’ the mini-roundabouts - which we feel have always
worked well without incident.    As both pedestrians and car users, my husband and I have been happy
with the current one-way system along Bellenden Road since we moved here 12 years ago.  We love the
‘villagey’ feel of the road, particularly the northern end, leading from Holly Grove towards William Griggs’
Garden.  As pedestrians we do not see a problem with crossing over the road to use the single pavement
on the west side.  We love William Griggs’ Garden as it is - its trees and shrubs always make us smile.
To invade the garden with a vehicular turning head will threaten its existing bio-diversity - overhanging
trees will suffer, main branches would have to be severely cut back for high lorries, which will destroy the
trees and charm of the garden and heavily pollute the area (with both noise and fumes) as vehicles are
forced to turn.  Large delivery/removal lorries will find it extremely difficult to turn within such a tight
residential space and disrupt the quiet and safety that immediate residents currently enjoy.  We do not
think an extension of the garden along its west side will help mitigate the loss of garden and tree
branches to its south.  It seems counteractive that plans show a new footway to the east side of
Bellenden but by extending William Griggs’ Garden’s western edge, its western pavement would be
removed, discontinuing the path and curtailing the natural flow of the streetscape.  All that seems to be
gained by closing off this one-way route to motor vehicles is to legalise cyclists’ two-way access to this
part of the road (they currently tend to flaunt no-entry signs).  We think pedestrians are much more prone
to accidents with speeding cyclists than cars, as motorists tend to use this northern part of Bellenden
Road with great caution due its characteristics. Additionally, if through-route traffic were to disappear
from along Bellenden, between Blenheim Grove and Highshore/Holly Grove, becoming only local
access; it may become somewhat of a dead zone, particularly intimidating at night underneath the
railway arches - the lack of bustling activity may be detrimental to the well-being and safety of residents
and also to the local businesses and garages, which have benefited from regular access via the one-way
system for decades.We were very surprised to read in the consultation letter that there is 58% support
for the two-way operation generally and for the re-instatement of two-way at the western end of
Highshore Road.  (This end of Highshore Road was originally two-way, then it was changed to one-way
around 2006.)  Why spend funds changing it back to two-way again?  If it changes back to two-way we
think it will make traffic much busier coming from Lyndhurst onto Highshore, hence pressurise the
junction of Bellenden onto Peckham High Street (next to Burger King), already in need of a better traffic
light sequence.  As far as we know the majority of people we spoke to at the meetings were against the
two-way proposals.  Please can you show how these figures were arrived at?We think all that is required



is a well-placed zebra crossing, south of Ganapati restaurant at 38 Holly Grove, just before it’s junction
with Bellenden Road - and another pedestrian crossing at the junction of Bellenden and Chadwick Road,
south of 144 Bellenden.  Careful positioning of new crossings and speed humps are all that is needed to
help slow down not only motor vehicles but also cyclists who are a silent threat to pedestrians.  If cyclists
obeyed no-entry signs, eg. at the northern end of Bellenden Road next to William Grigg’s Garden and
generally slowed down, they would be at less risk of accidents with cars or pedestrians.  Hence I
disagree that the existing one-way system cannot be retained and think public funds could be better
spent elsewhere.In short, as local residents, we welcome certain carefully considered pedestrian
crossings and traffic calming measures to improve safety for all users but see no reason to change the
current one-way system or green spaces within the area - as far as we are aware there have been no
major accidents along these routes.  Regards,

Lyndhurst Way used to be a two way traffic way and was made one-way. The Council and new residents
in the area need to understand and know the history as to why and how this came about.

One resident has complained that Holly Grove is "like a race track" the way the cars enter from the two
way traffic part of Lyndhurst Way.This could easily be solved by using speed humps to calm traffic and or
imposing a speed restriction on Holly Grove, not by making the complete area a cycle/walking only zone.

If the real reason for this cycle and walkway is truly sincere, then a simple design for cycle lane routes
would be much more cost effective and prevent any more traffic build up or building movement from
traffic being allowed two ways along Lyndhurst Way and Bellenden Road, it doesn't make sense as  the
plans are suggesting.

In practice, traffic would stream down a preferred road, likely to the largest of the two roads, Lyndhurst
Way. This would in turn cause more traffic noise, car pollution and potential building movement to the
residence of Lyndhurst Way.

I profusely object to whole design and see it as a disguise and as equally bad of the first proposal under
a different name.
I own a property on the corner of Lyndhurst Way and Chadwick. The road/junction is very busy already
and there is nowhere safe to cross. However I oppose two way traffic and local road closures as the
effect will be to increase traffic at that junction and therefore make it less safe and very noisy, making
Lyndhurst way a busy, polluted road and undesirable place to live.
We have lived on Lyndhurst Way for 8 years and the traffic jams are really bad, we think a 2 way system
would improve this, as drivers are really confused at the moment - but don't understand why it's
necessary to make Bellenden Road no through traffic, or to reconfigure William Griggs Garden. Its one of
the most peaceful gardens in the area, and what the Council is suggesting will ruin it
Need safe cycling facilities at jctn Highshore and LyndhurstAny road narrowing in this section should be
left until consultation of 'space for cycling' on Lyndhurst northHighshore should keep existing one way
motor vehicle workingHighshore/Bellenden north junction needs safe right turn for southbound cyclists.
Consider retaining roundaboutConsider tiger crossing if retain junctions.Remove road markings and have
different road surface so it merges into the park, a extension of the parkMove road closure on Highshore
east so PO vehicles can access from Rye LaneNeeds cycle route to/from Lyndhurst Grove as east west
routeShould 'spine' use Holly Grove instead as would link with a east/west routeHigh cycle flows on
Bellenden north (in both directions) so needs to be retained, where do they go though?Holly Grove
should be redesigned, not just at the closure, to a less 'highway' look, extend park to eastern
endHolly/Bellenden junction different road surface colour as aboveBlenheim and Chadwick needs 2 way
for cyclingBus route both ways on BlenheimNeeds permeability study for this side of Peckham as many
barriers for cycling.Remove all centre lines, keep white lining to a minimumPed crossings should be
raisedIncreased lighting under bridges
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